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Abstract 

 

With rapid growth and pervasive usage of internet and information technology, information 

assurance and security has become the top most challenging issues for many organizations. Security 

professionals and experts have been striving hard to protect the computers, information and 

centralized network system. These security risks increase more when information is held outside the 

internal computing environment. Additionally, IT industries are recently pushed by environment 

regulation to reduce the CO2 footprint of information technology system, production and processes 

lines. According to recent statistics IT industry is responsible of generating 3% of carbon footprint 

(Frangiskatos, Ghassemian and Diane, 2010) through their massive consumption of energy.  

 

One of the solutions to reduce the energy consumption by Information Communication Technology 

(ICT) is introduction of Green IT solutions such as Virtualization, thin client, cloud computing, 

paper reduction, on-line communication system, travel reduction and computer recycling. These 

Green IT efforts have many green benefits and leading a change in IT processes and system for the 

protection of environment.  But the efforts to reduce, energy consumption, efficient utilization of 

resources and electronic waste (e-waste) and change in IT may put the system and information on 

risk if “Green IT” initiatives and solutions are not reviewed from an Information Assurance 

perspective. As a result it can impact the continuity of business and its assets.   

 

This thesis provides a literature review on Green IT from information assurance and security 

perspective. The purpose of thesis is to assess how Green IT could be threat to security. Its key 

areas of focus on information assurance and security threats and risks in Green IT solutions which 

are being promoted for environmental protection. Thesis also highlights the vulnerabilities in Green 

IT solutions. Thesis presents security challenges of Green IT, need to focus, towards the goal of 

secure Green IT. While thesis does not discuss any specific defense mechanism, it provides a path 

for future research in this domain. I believe that thesis work points towards an interesting and 

important area in Green IT security. 
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1. Introduction 

Today Information Technology is considered as a heart of our personal and business life. Our both 

personal and business life are very much dependent upon information technology and it’s a true fact 

that life without Information Technology will become paralyzed (Lamb. J, 2009). Therefore, 

organizations are continuously investing in information technology for their performance growth 

and value (Hu & Quan, 2006; Kohli & Grover, 2008) and using the innovative technology for their 

high performance and to gain the competitive advantage. However this new innovative technology 

has also increased the cost and complexity (Damanpour & Evan, 1984; Swanson, 1994; Tucker 

2002). Yet, if organizations do not invest in the technology they will lose their market place 

(Geisler &  Kassicieh, 1997).   Furthermore, IT has raises the environmental issues and problem  

from e waste disposal, usage and production (Murugesan, 2008).  So, the pervasive adaption of 

information technology has side effects on the environment too. The awareness of this effect has 

attracted some renowned organization towards the environmental friendly computing and practices 

known as “Green IT” (Lamb. J, 2009). 

Beside the Green IT practices, information assurance (IA) and information security (IS)  is very 

essential for business success. It is necessary to assure the degree of confidence (i-e Information 

Assurance) about security features and policies and how security protection are applied to protect 

the information system (i.e. Information Security) in each Green IT solution. For most of the 

organization and company, their proprietary and sensitive information is very important asset for 

them and its protection is as important as protecting a physical asset. In 2009, the Internet 

Complaint Center, reports nationwide loss of  $559.7 million due to cyber-crime. Computer 

Security Institute also reported that businesses in 2006 loss over $52,494,290 to security related 

issues. (Esensten, 2011;Harris, 2010). Therefore, there is increasing pressure to assure the 

information security in all business practices. Now, organizations understand, loss of proprietary 

and customer information can damage organization’s reputation (Russell & Gangemi, 1991).  

Apparently Green IT has little to do with information security but in depth it has strong relation 

between Green IT revolution and information security concerns in IT industry (Grossman, 2011). 

Here is an opinion from an expert, Simon Mingay, Research vice president for Gartner says, some 

of the companies may unknowingly giving away information in the reports of their progress on 

environmental issues (Green IT raises security fears, 2007). Other Green IT practices like mobile 

computing and telecommuting introduce the risk of information theft and data privacy issues by 

moving the data outside the local network. Green disposal and paper reduction also has security risk 

if not properly carried out (Metzler, 2009).. Virtualization technologies and cloud computing brings 

their own set of security risks (Frangiskatos, Ghassemian and Diane, 2010). This is the objective of 

thesis to find out how Green IT is strongly connected to security and what are those security risks 

associated with Green practices. 
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1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to identify ways in which Green IT practices and solutions can impact 

the information assurance and security, while simultaneously supporting green benefits, including 

energy efficiency, cost reduction and carbon foot print minimization. This master thesis represents 

the result of systemic literature review to find the impact of Green IT implementation on 

information assurance. Therefore, the main objective of this thesis is to illustrate how Green IT 

paradigms and its inherent benefits can affect the information assurance and security.  

The focus of the study falls in following area: (a) Green IT dimension and its holistic approach (b) 

Green IT initiatives (c) Green IT in Information assurance perspective (d) Impact of Green IT 

practices on information assurance. The intent of this study is to provide the audience with 

knowledge, which can enables the Green IT solutions more secure to information assurance.   

1.3 Problem 

Gartner research on Green IT shows that environment damaging issues, huge power consumption of 

IT and resulting higher CO2 emission, has developed the interest of IT industry towards the 

adoption of environmental friendly use of IT approaches and operations.  Large IT firms like IBM, 

Google, HP , Sun and other communication sector are implementing green plan and strategies. In 

May 2007, Gartner had predicted that 50% of medium and large IT organization in western Europe 

would declared a green imperative at the end of 2007 issues (Green IT raises security fears, 2007).   

In this green movement, the security industry is critically analyzing the Green IT implementation. 

Some security firm’s concern in going green, might reengineering the way we work, somehow 

compromise their fundamental operations or increase the security risk (The security industry’s 

green legacy, 2011). Therefore, this analysis of security weakness and risk is very necessary to 

make sure that information and data is not under threat of any kind of malicious activities or 

because of poor implementation of Green IT processes. 

The main purpose of this thesis to assess “Is Green IT threat to security?” by reviewing the current 

literature on green computing and its influences on information assurance with the idea of 

identifying security issues and leverage  points (for future research) to improve information and 

business operational value in green computing.  

For the accomplishment of the problem statement “Is Green IT threat to security?” can be will 

assess if further divided into smaller sub questions: 

 

 How Green IT practices can impact the information assurance and security? 

 What are the information assurance and security challenges in each going green solutions? 
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1.4 Background and Motivation 

Thesis motivation comes through the background which has been represented in Integrated Model; 

Green IT from Information Assurance and Security perspective (Figure 1). It shows that increase in 

CO2 emission enables the Green IT and which motivates the Green IT solutions and Green IT 

implementation provides the Green benefits which leads to decrease in greenhouse gas emission 

and lead to safe planet. But Green IT implementation could also have security threats, issues, 

challenges and vulnerabilities. These issues must need to be mitigated for a safe business. So both 

green benefits and information assurance and security should be combined at its best level to 

achieve the both goals of save planet and save business. 
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Figure 1: Integrated model: Green IT from IA and Security Perspective 
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1.5 Audience 

 

The study is primarily written for the IT business environment in which Green Computing solutions 

are being implemented and those who are very much concern about the information assurance and 

security. This study can make a significant contribution to the knowledge of Chief Information 

Officer (CIO), Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) and security managers and to whom it 

may concern. This thesis has not conducted for the interest of a particular organization.  

1.6 Outcome of Study 

This study is purposefully designed as a guide that briefly describes (a) Information assurance 

aspects in Green IT solution (b) how Green IT can increase the information security threats and 

risks. The outcome of the study includes the security threats and vulnerabilities which give the 

reader with the idea of how green computing implementation can be made less vulnerable and 

secure, as a future work. The data analysis of literature review includes the security weaknesses 

and green advantages of Green Computing Technology. The derived data of the study, includes 

security weakness and risks, would be helpful for the IT companies to make the Green IT process 

information assured at a satisfied level. 

 

 

   

 

After the introduction section, the  remainder  of  this  study  is  organized  as  follows. First,   

Section 2 is detailed description of the research design and methodology; how research work has 

been carried out. Section 3 gives the brief  overview  of  Green  IT, its dimension, its need and 

information assurance concepts and its facet in Green IT practices. Section 4  analyzes the different 

Green IT implementation to explore the security weakness, risks and challenges in each green IT 

solution. Thesis concludes with a summary of the key findings and an outlook to further research 

questions.  
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2. Methodology 

2.1 Research Design 

A systematic effective literature review approach has been chosen to conduct this study because the 

goal of this study is similar to the goal of the literature review, filling the gaps of previous research 

work and extending preceding  studies (Creswell, 2009, p. 25). Here it is necessary to give a brief 

explanation about literature review before applying it.  

Literature review is much more then reviewing the collection of papers and previous research work. 

Hart (1998, p.1), defined, meaningful and effective review as “the use of ideas in the literature to 

justify the particular approach to the topic, the selection of methods, and demonstration that this 

research contributes something new” (Levy and Ellis ,2006, p.182). He further says that a high 

quality literature review is deep and broad, rigor and consistent, valid and clear, effective and 

synthesize.  It should not be a simple compilation of related material.  

Research on Green Computing has been performed at very certain extent . A very few research and 

news articles have reported security risk as a problem in Green IT solutions (Green IT raises 

security fears, 2007). Several Green IT solutions experience the security threat. This study explores 

and interprets the past literature to establish the link between Green IT and Information Assurance 

and security.  The literature about different Green IT solutions and practices has been analyzed to 

identify the hidden threat and risk for data security.  

The methodology used in this study is, systematic approach for literature review, based on three 

steps guideline of literature review process for the development of a sound and effective literature, 

proposed by the (Levy and Ellis ,2006, p.182). The three steps of literature review process 

comprises of 1) Literature review input  2) Literature review processing and analysis 3) Literature 

review output. Following figure provides an overall view of three step guideline proposed by Levy 

and Ellis. 

 

Figure 2: The three stages of effective literature review (Levy and Ellis, 2006, p.182) 

 

 The thesis also follows some guidelines and suggestions of Webster & Watson about how to begin 

your article, how to structure review like concept centric approach to literature review, research 

techniques of go backward and go forward citation, identifying knowledge gap in theoretical 

framework, how should be a conclusion (Webster & Watson, 2002, p.15-17). 
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 Although many literature review methodology has been studied but Levy and Ellis’ suggested 

systemic approach has been chosen because, theirs systematic literature review framework follows 

the traditional data processing model and easy to follow for students and novice IS researchers. The 

three step approach has made the literature review a manageable task. More to it, Levy and Ellis’ 

has given very important tips about reading the literature and how to manage the searched literature 

to refer later. They have also given  practical examples for how to comprehend, apply, analyze, 

synthesize and evaluate the literature (Levy and Ellis, 2006, p.193-201).  

2.1.1 Why Conduct a Literature Review 

Before explaining how the literature has been conducted, it is necessary to justify why literature 

review has been chosen for this study. Literature review is conducted for variety of reasons, as 

follows: 

 This thesis report must raise the IT community’s current understanding and knowledge 

about Green IT and contribution of exploration in the current Body of Knowledge (BoK) 

(Levy and Ellis, 2006). 

 This literature review brings the attention of IT community where more research work is 

required and what is needed to be known.   

 The literature review methodology is chosen to give collateral evidence of the research 

problem. 

 One of the reasons for doing literature review is to ensure the validity of the evaluated 

results.  

 Furthermore literature review builds a strong theoretical foundation from available resources 

(See Table 1 for resources) which helps to explain the problem with strong arguments and 

reasons (Levy and Ellis, 2006).  

 Additional reasons for using the literature review  are; to justify the significance of the 

information security problem in Green IT; to develop the relationship between Green IT 

ideal solutions and actual practices of it. 

 This literature review approach also helps to  identify the recommendations for future 

research about how to make Green IT more secured from information security perspective 

and what controls need to be implemented and what additional care to be taken while 

implementing practicing Green IT Literature Review Process. 

 The systematic literature review has been chosen because it ensures that complete relevant 

literature about Green IT has been gathered. One of the step of literature review process, 

known as, literature input process, gives a very good sign about literature gathering 

completion when you are not finding as new concept and thoughts. Webster and Watson 

(2002) also say, “A systematic search should ensure that you accumulate a relatively 

complete census of relevant literature.  
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2.1.2 Literature Review Input 

This section describes how literature has been search and gathered, with the help of specific 

approaches and techniques, introduced by Levy and Ellis (2006).  

Literature review input process is the foundation of a quality literature review which is deep and 

broad, rigor and consistent, valid and clear, effective and synthesize, not a simple compilation of 

related material (Hart, 1998). If literature input is wrong, or of low quality, impertinent or 

inappropriate then whatever the data analysis or evaluation method is used, a quality and valid 

result cannot be achieved (Levy and Ellis, 2006). 

Literature Resources 

It is true that importance of past literature resources cannot be denied. The previous research work 

and studies helps the other researchers to take advantage of it while deriving the new knowledge.  

To take advantage of previous work, it is necessary to look for literature resources (See Table 1) 

because a literature from quality resource can be confidently referred in owns new concepts for 

various purposes for example, to give direction to the reader or to prove the validity of the study. 

Table 1 is the list of databases, where the searching has been carried out. Important criterion for 

searching the relevant material inside and outside the IT/IS outlets, has been followed as discussed 

in the following sub section “Search Techniques”, where searched keywords are searched in all 

fields including the full text. 

Table 1: List of Literature Databases 

S.NO.  Literature Databases 

1.  ACM (Digital Lab) 

2.  EBSCHost 

3.  Elsevier (ScienceDirect) 

4.  Google Scholar 

5.  IEEE (Comp Soc & Xplore) 

6.  ProQuest (ABI/INFORM)      

7.  SAGE 

8.  Springer 

 

Research Parameter  

In order to gather manuscripts relevant to the subject matter, under investigation, following 

different high level keywords of Green IT are used for searching which are as follows:  
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 Green Computing 

 Green IT 

 Climate Saver Computing 

 Green Threat 

 Green Technologies 

 Going Green 

 Green Grid 

 Green IT threat to security 

 Green IT and Information security 

 

Levy and Ellis (2006, p.190) and Webster and Watson (2002) suggestion, about the keyword 

search, has also been followed. Different keyword or phrase has been used to search the literature. 

Buzzwords has been avoided as a keyword that appear and disappear in the literature. Search 

technique is not stick to a specific keyword. Further techniques has been discussed in below sub 

heading. 

Search Techniques 

To achieve the high degree of literature quality, following search techniques has been followed: 

 Searching has been started from the Journals guided by Levy and Ellis (2006,  figure. 2) and 

Webster & Watson (2002). 

 Selected conference proceeding compiled by (Levy and Ellis, 2006, figure. 3)  has also 

searched for the applicable literature. 

 The literature input has also been gathered from umber of literature database vendors. 

 Backward and Forward search techniques, (Webster and Watson; 2002 and Levy and Ellis 

2006) has been used.  

 Most the searched worked is carried out electronically. Except the few books which are 

borrowed from the library or some purchased articles. 

 

Search Result  

To represent the search result , the Webster and Waston’s (2002) suggested table format has been 

used. 

Below Table 2 display the result for the eight literature databases (mentioned in Table 1) from high 

level key word of Green IT. In the eight literature databases 876 numbers of studies related to the 

Green IT were found.  Of these 876, 43 literatures were practical screened ( practical screening 

includes reading and  reviewing. Skim reading has also been done but only for those articles which 

were found not related to thesis subject matter) and after practical screening and out of which 7 

were found in pure context of information security and assurance issues in Green IT . The 

remaining 36 only discuss the Green IT and its dimension and different solutions in details.  
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After extracting the knowledge of different Green IT solutions from the remaining 36 literature 

studies, further research carried out to find out the information assurance and security issues in each 

green IT solution. For that purpose each green it solutions is separately searched in context to 

security issues.  Below from Table 3-  display the result for the eight literature databases 

(mentioned in Table 1) for each Green IT solution in context to security issues.  

 

 

 

Table 2: Search Result from Literature Databases 

Literature Databases # of unique hits 

from high level 

keywords  

# of studies 

remaining after 

the practical 

screening 

# of studies 

concerning Green 

IT  in information 

security context 

Studies 

concerning Green 

IT  in information 

security context 

ACM (Digital Lab) 20 2 0 - 

EBSCOHost 9 3 1 Green IT raises 

security fears, 2007 

Elsevier 

(ScienceDirect) 

21 8 4 Grossman, 2011 

Arnfield, 2009 

Goucher, 2009 

& 

Gorge, 2008 

Google Scholar 542 9 (found only in 

Google Scholar) 

1 Esensten, 2011 

IEEE (Comp Soc & 

Xplore) 

17 12 0 - 

ProQuest 

(ABI/INFORM)      

30 1 0 - 

SAGE 193 1 0 - 

Springer 44 7 1 Frangiskatos, 

Ghassemian and 

Diane, 2010 

TOTAL 876 43 7  
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Table 3: Search Result for "Green Cloud Computing" from Literature Databases 

Literature 

Databases 

# of unique hits 

from  “Green 

Cloud 

Computing” 

# of studies 

remaining 

after the 

practical 

screening 

# of studies 

remaining after 

the practical 

screening in 

information 

security context 

Studies in information 

Assurance & security 

context 

ACM (Digital Lab) 23 1 1 Ristenpart, 2009 

EBSCOHost 2 0 0  

Elsevier 

(ScienceDirect) 

112 5 4 Zissis and Lekkas, 2010 ; 

Svantesson & 

Clarke,2010; Li, 2011; 

Lombardi, 2010 

IEEE (Comp Soc & 

Xplore) 

30 10 6 Sabahi, 2011; Kaufman, 

2009; Greer, 2010; 

Chakraborty, 2010; Ren, 

2012; Carroll. M,  Kotzé 

& Paula, 2011 

ProQuest 

(ABI/INFORM)      

2 0 0  

Springer 12 0 0  

TOTAL 181 16 11  

 

Table 4: Search Result for "Thin Client" from Literature Databases 

Literature 

Databases 

# of unique 

hits for  “Thin 

Client” in 

Green IT 

context 

# of studies 

remaining 

after the 

practical 

screening 

# of studies 

remaining after 

the practical 

screening in 

information 

security context 

Studies in information 

Assurance & security 

context 

ACM (Digital Lab) 42 0 0  

EBSCOHost 2 0 0  

Elsevier 

(ScienceDirect) 

13 4 2 Marc Hocking, 2011; 

Vlissidis, 2010; 
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Google Scholar 11 3 1 Intel Information 

Technology, 2010;  

Springer 14 1 0  

TOTAL 82 8 3  

 

Table 5: Search Result for "Virtualization" from Literature Databases 

Literature 

Databases 

# of unique hits 

for  

“Virtualization” 

In Green IT 

context 

# of studies 

remaining 

after the 

practical 

screening 

# of studies 

remaining after 

the practical 

screening in 

information 

security context 

Studies in information 

Assurance & security 

context 

ACM (Digital Lab) 12 6 1 Ray, 2009 

Elsevier 

(ScienceDirect) 

82 8 1 Li, 2011 

Google Scholar 13 6 4 Reuben, 2007; Chaudhuri, 

2011; Williams, 2010; 

Rhodes, 2005 

IEEE (Comp Soc & 

Xplore) 

45 12 6 Carroll. M, 2011; 

Mahalingam, 2009; 

Karger, P.A, 2008; Cleeff, 

2009; Sahoo, 2010; 

Vaughan-Nichols, 2008; 

TOTAL 152 32 12  

 

 

Table 6: Search Result for "Computer Recycling" from Literature Databases 

Literature 

Databases 

# of unique hits 

for  “Computer 

Recycling” 

# of studies 

remaining after 

the practical 

screening 

# of studies 

remaining after 

the practical 

screening in 

information 

security context 

Studies concerning 

Green IT  in 

information security 

context 

EBSCOHost 50 7 5 Smits & Cain, 2010; 

Hope, 2007; Liam, 
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2007; Dubie, 2009; 

Filipek, 2007  

Elsevier 

(ScienceDirect) 

28 11 7 Hinde, 2003; Jones, 

2006; Jones, 2005; 

Jones, 2009; Jones, 

2006; Mathieson, 2007; 

Nicho, 2000; Jones, 

2009 (November)  

IEEE (Comp Soc & 

Xplore) 

17 5 1 Bennison & Lasher, 

2004 

Springer 22 5 2 Venter, 2007; Kwon, 

Lee & Moon, 2006 

TOTAL 117 28 15  

 

Management of Literature Review Input 

After searching the literature review input, the second daunting task is to manage the gathered 

literature for data analysis and evaluation. All electronically searched literature is primarily 

separated according to their subject matter. Different electronic folder was maintained, to keep the 

same subject matters aligned. This management technique helps me to look only into that folder 

which I required for literature analysis and writing.  

An Excel sheet (see Appendix A) is also maintained to provide the indexing of specific theory or 

idea in relevant stored article.  

2.1.3 Data Analysis Plan 

Searching of relevant literature is certainly necessary part of the literature review but it is not 

enough to obtain the desire results. For the accomplishment of new theory and ideas, analysis and 

evaluation of the gathered data is also needed (Levy and Ellis, 2006). 

The data analysis process involves series of steps which provide the researcher plan to extract the 

relevant concept and meaning in their research work. Webster and Watson (2002) “ A review 

succeeds when it helps other scholars to make sense of the accumulated knowledge on a topic” (p. 

18).  

There are many theories available regarding the literature analysis process.  This study is analyzed 

according to the guidelines recommended by  Levy and Ellis (2006) i-e, know the literature, 

comprehend the literature, applying the literature, analyze the literature, synthesize the literature 

and evaluate the literature which has been explained later in the section. This study also follows the 

suggestion of Creswell (2009), of organizing the literature into segments or theme based on 

common categories, then process of bringing information is applied.  Here themes means three 
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areas of Green IT‘s dimension covering, Green design, Green use and Green disposal. So the theory 

of organizing data into themes is applied on Green IT dimensions where different Green IT 

approaches and solutions are analyze separately one by one.  

The literature review flows like as shown in the below diagram, increase in greenhouse gas 

emission enables the Green IT, Green IT motivates the Green IT solutions and its implementation 

which provides the green benefits lead to decrease in greenhouse gas emission and save the planet. 

But what about the security aspects in each green IT solution. Is Green IT threat to security? This is 

the purpose of the thesis to discover. 

 

Figure 3: Integrated View: Is Green IT threat to Security? 

 

Literature analysis plan selected for this study, involves process of know the literature, comprehend 

the literature, applying,  analyzing, synthesizing and evaluating the literature (Levy and Ellis, 2006). 
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Know the literature: means, analyze the literature which demonstrate that researcher has extracted 

meaningful information from it (Levy and Ellis, 2006, p.193). For example: Thesis has identified 

the green it solutions having the information security issue. 

Comprehend the literature: means, not repeating the article but reporting the significance and 

meaning of it(Levy and Ellis, 2006, p.193). For example, thesis has highlighted the  importance of 

green it and security by comprehending literature 

Applying the literature: means, classifying and demonstration activities (Levy and Ellis, 2006, 

p.199). For example, security issues have been discussed under the classification of Green IT 

dimension. 

Analyze the literature: means separating, connecting, comparing and selecting and explaining 

activities. For example Thesis connects the green it with information security by finding the 

security issues in Green IT solutions by selecting and explaining them. 

Synthesize the literature: means, combining, integrating, modifying and rearranging, decomposing 

and generalizing activities. Above Figure 3: Integrated view model: Is green IT threat to security 

and Figure 1: Integrated view model: Green IT from IA and Security perspective has been obtained 

from synthesis activities 

Evaluate the literature: means, assessing, deciding, selecting, judging, explaining, discriminating, 

supporting, and concluding activities. For example, Figure 1: Integrated model: Green IT from IA 

and Security perspective has been obtained from evaluation activities 

2.1.4 Writing Plan 

After literature input and analysis, the third critical part of literature review study is presenting the 

results derived from the data analysis. Successful literature review writing must be clear, logically 

structured around a central topic to reveal the key findings (Hart, 1998; Webster and Watson, 2002). 

In order to accomplish a good piece of writing, theme based literature analysis and writing is 

conducted, inspired from work of Esensten (2011), which produce the theme centric results and 

outcome. 

Selected areas of the study include current research in the field of Green IT, Security and Green IT 

and Green IT initiatives and methodologies. The results are presented in categories of different 

Green IT initiatives.  

The theoretical framework investigates about the Green IT, the importance of Green Computing in 

IT industry and companies interest in Green IT. This section provides the reader the general 

information about the Green computing. How Green IT can help to protect the environment. 

Selected literature points out the different dimension of Green IT. 

The section empirical setting and data relates the Green IT with IA and security. Give an overview 

about IA and IS.  
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The Analysis talk about the each Green IT approaches like Green design of IT system, Green 

manufacturing of IT system, Green use of IT system and Green disposal of IT system. This section 

explores the threats and vulnerabilities in each Green IT sector. 

Moreover, to tell the reader, how I have extracted the main points and idea from literature after 

analyzing it and how and why I have assemble and assimilated the particular past research 

knowledge into my research work, a sound arguments adopted has also been followed (Levy and 

Ellis ; 2006, Figure 20, Hart, 1998).   

Unfortunately, very few much of the work has been available on the current emerging threat of 

information security in Green IT processes and people are unaware of risk by going green in 

unsecured manner so to prove the credibility and validity of the research, theory of argument 

approach (Levy and Ellis; 2006, Figure 18 and 19) has also been adopted for proper development of 

arguments. 

 

Figure 4: Theory of Argumentation (Levy and Ellis, 2006, Figure 19) 
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3. Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework investigates about the Green IT, the importance of Green Computing in 

IT industry and companies interest in Green IT. This section provides the reader the general 

information about the Green computing. How Green IT can help to protect the environment. 

Selected literature points out the different dimension of Green IT. 

3.1 Green IT  

During recent years, world’s climate is changing and resulting disaster problems due to the 

excessive emission of CO2, it has been accepted that CO2 emission is the major cause of global 

warming and weather changes (Murugesan, 2008). But if we ask the people about what kind of 

organization are most often polluters of the environment and cause of CO2 emission, majority of the 

people say the chemical industries. People don’t think that the IT offices are also the part of the 

polluter groups. All our desktop PCs, servers, switches and data centers uses electricity and huge 

amount of electricity is used for cooling of it equipment (Murugesan, 2008). This huge amount of 

electricity not only cost money but also generated from fossil fuel, coal and oil which release 

carbon dioxide and generate more greenhouse gas emission, polluting the atmosphere (Murugesan, 

2008). Furthermore the e-waste and recycling of the electronic equipment also impact the 

environment. Gartner 2007 research estimated that IT accounts for over 2% of global CO2 

emissions and now it has reached to 3% (Frangiskatos, Ghassemian and Diane, 2010 & Gartner 

2007)—roughly the same amount as generated by air travel (Daly & Butler, 2009). So, today IT has 

leveraged our both daily and business life but also proven to be problem for environmental 

sustainability. Now organizations of all sizes has realized the danger to environmental sustainability 

and facing the dual challenge of  increase computing capabilities along with the  cost reduction  and 

environmental friendly practices (Scaramella and Healey 2007). To meet this dual challenge 

organizations are approaching and investing in Green Computing practices by maximizing the 

efficient use of computing resources to minimize environmental impact and its proper disposal. 

Now understand, what does it mean by Green? Being Green means different things to different 

people. If we ask the number of Chief information officer (CIO) about “Being Green”, every CIO 

will answer differently in respect to their organization. Some would say being green means to 

buying a technology that’s more energy efficient, some would say reduce amount of electricity 

consume by data center, other would say buying hardware which are environmental friendly( Lamb, 

2009). Being Green also means proper disposal and recycling of hardware. Virtualization is also 

considered as Green computing solution. Some would say, practice of using computing resources 

more efficiently while maintaining or increasing overall performance. In others opinion being green 

means adopting the all ways which can minimize the environmental impact with market growth 

opportunities. All CIOs are right in defining how to become Green, because Green IT is a vast 

subject and it is the combination of all above objectives (Lamb, 2009). 

Although Green IT is becoming most popular and wide spreading technology among organization. 

However, there is lack of standardized universal definition of Green IT because of its vastness in 

subject matter. 

Different authors have defined the Green IT in the following manners:  

Murugesan define it in two different ways  
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“Green IT” is multi-faceted and encompasses the manufacturing and purchasing of energy efficient 

IT equipment, the efficient operation and utilization of hardware devices, as well as its proper 

disposal” (Murugesan 2008).  

 

“Green IT is also about the  study  and  practice  of designing,  manufacturing,  using,  and  

disposing  of  computers,  servers,  and  associated  subsystems (monitors, printers, storage devices, 

etc.) efficiently and effectively with minimal or no impact on the environment” (Murugesan, 2007).  

Li and Zhou referred a very detailed explanation of it, “Green computing is a global concept that 

entails system architecture, system software, parallel and distributed computing and computer 

network. It aims to reduce the power consumption of computer systems, provide high-efficient, 

dependable and pervasive services, and achieve the objective of low power of IT systems. Green 

computing also attempts to construct a new energy-awareness computing system, inter-networking 

environment and computing service facilities, supports the new kind of computer architecture and 

computing paradigm like cloud computing, and provides a low-power computing environment for 

personalized and diversified information service” ( Li & Zhou, 2011).  

The Green IT definition (also known as Green Computing) which has been extracted from the 

literature study and will be reflected throughout in thesis work is: 

“Green IT comprised of initiatives, strategies, solutions and information technologies that reduce 

the environmental impact of IT by aiming to, reduce the power consumption of electronic 

equipment, saving energy, efficient use of resource utilization, space reduction, reduction in 

hardware equipment, reduce paper consumption, reduce travelling, reusing, refurbishing and 

recycling computers and more importantly money saving & cost reduction. For example Thin 

Client, Cloud Computing, Virtualization, Paper reduction, mobile computing, travel reduction and 

computer recycling”. 

 

3.2 Why IT Need to be Green 

Today, the consumer of computer world has rapidly increased and the prices of electronic item has 

been decreasing drastically and resulting in the growth of business IT system, technology and rapid 

expansion of data centers. Eventually in near future IT business, electronic equipment and data 

centre and will become one of the biggest environmental concern in the world.  

Daly and Butller (2009), represent the collected statistics and percentages of IT contribution on 

environmental impact. In 2008, it was estimated that the total amount of electricity consumed across 

all sectors in Europe would grow at annual rate of 2%. While,  research  by McKinsey  (2007) 

predicted, energy  consumption  by  computers  and  IT  in  general  is  projected  to grow  at  an  

annual  rate  of  approximately  3%   to  2030—much  higher  than  the  overall  trend. Furthermore, 

energy intensive computing, internet communication and data center are becoming the fastest 

growing energy use sector. According to a 2011 Stanford University/New York Times study, data 

http://www.analyticspress.com/datacenters.html
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centers comprised 2 percent of U.S. electricity consumption in 2010 — a 250 percent jump since 

2000 — and increasing adoption of home electronics including computers and smartphones are 

driving up domestic energy usage at the same time (Alliance to save energy, 2011). According to 

the report provided by US Department of Energy (2009), data center energy consumption has been 

doubled from 2000 to 2006, reaching more than 60 billion kilowatt hours per year and the projected 

number of energy consumption would double till 2011. The Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) represent the previous and projected energy consumption of data center from 2000 through 

2006 with multiple scenarios depicting continued growth through 2011 (US Department of Energy, 

2009). 

 

 

Figure 5: Historical and projected data centre energy consumption chart by EPA  

(US Department of Energy, 2009) 

  

On the other hand, IT equipment and hardware constitute the severe environmental impact from its 

production to disposal phases. During the manufacturing process of computers and servers, it 

consumes the electricity and at the end of their life, they generate the hazardous material which 

impact the environment.  

Due to the above accelerating issues and problem  of  IT, Green Computing is becoming most the 

promising and encouraging technology in IT industry  and is widely spreading among IT business 

and industries, government sector and research institutes  ( Li & Zhou, 2011).  
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3.3 Benefits of Green IT 

Info Tech research has summarized the benefits of Green IT in graphical form as follows. The 

individual Green benefits of each Green IT solutions will be further demonstrated in section 5. 

 

Figure 6: Factors driving Green IT Implementations (Info-Tech Research Group, 2009) 

3.4 Companies Interest in Green IT 

Now Green IT is becoming the need of IT industry.  According to Gadatsch (2011), 60% of the 

companies have adopted Green IT initiatives in management part. The survey also reveals that 

Green IT practices are proven to be cost saving and great success was achieve in the management of 

datacenter and software (cloud computing).  Significant investment and resources has been seen in 

by the IT vendors to develop energy efficient servers, new material design and disposal of old 

computers. The Giant companies such as HP and Microsoft are offering the Green IT solutions, 

strategies, advice and green computer recycling (Gorge, 2008) However, Daly and Butller (2009) 

mentioned that IBM argues that still most of the organization is not following the Green IT 

strategies and practices.  Even , the some of the companies has introduced new occupational profile 

such as “Chief Sustainability Officer” , to be knowledgeable an proficient in all issues related to 

Green IT and coordinate among the all activities in the company ( Daly and Butller, 2009 & Gorge, 

2008). 
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Figure 7: Companies Interest in Green IT (Info-Tech Research Group, 2009) 
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4. Literature Review  

4.1 Green IT and Information Assurance and Security 

It is the fact that information assurance is the biggest requirement of today’s business and personal 

life. The rapid growth in volume of electronic information and traveling over the internet, and 

increasing importance of information asset, has made its protection and assurance the top most 

priority of every organization. Additionally, as internet based infrastructure and omni present 

network framework has been penetrated into Information Technology and has changed the way 

organizations are leading their business. Moreover, the very recent pressure of saving the planet is 

changing business paradigms towards energy saving solutions.  Now we have to think about, how 

these new strategies of climate saver computing and high computing capabilities, has been 

introduced to accomplish the IT based tasks, can raise the risks to information assurance. 

The Going Green agenda, has bring a sea change in how stuff works, one of big Green initiative 

example is, big room, fill with servers is now being replaced by virtualized server. A second 

example of Computer, hard drive and paper recycling can be cause of violating information 

assurance if data theft or confidential information is revealed from it (Grossman, 2011). This 

change can introduce impact on Information assurance, which is the objective of the study to 

explore it.  

Thesis will explore what information assurance and security issues in various Green IT initiatives 

and for this purpose following table has been organized. This table format will helps to represent 

the thesis result of green IT issue in relation to the recognized security issues while following 

section 5 will  discuss about each of the green IT issue in detail in relation to the security issues. 

Table 7: Table format for Information Assurance and Security Threats, Issues and 

Challenges in Green IT Solutions 

Information Assurance and Security threats, vulnerabilities and Challenges 

 Green Design and 

Manufacturing 

Green Use Green 

Disposal 

Security 

Attributes 

Thin Client Cloud 

Computing 

Online 

Communication 

System 

Virtualization Travel 

Reduction 

Computer 

Recycling 

Privacy       

Confidentiality       

Integrity       

Authentication       
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Authorization       

Access Control       

Non-

Repudiation 
      

Trust       

Data 

Segregation 
      

Multi-tenancy 

Security 
      

 

4.1.1 Information Assurance and Security 

Before exploring the information assurance and security perspective in Green IT initiatives, it is 

important to explain the Information Assurance and Security. 

After the digitizing of all data, modern organization has realized that information is their biggest 

asset to protect. Its increasing importance and volume has made the organization to concentrate on 

its proper protection, availability, integrity and confidentiality. Now, all customers are well aware 

about the risk and threats attached behind the prevailing of the information across the internet. They 

expect and demand more security capabilities and assurance from their solution providers and 

suppliers. Failure in information assurance can bring the overnight loses and reputation damage in 

one’s organization.  

In the broader context, assurance has many meanings but in the information perspective, it is the 

measure of confidence that security features, architectures and security policies are properly applied 

on information system. This confidence of security feature implementation and security policies 

enforcement assure the all attributes (McKnight, 2002) of information security.  

The U.S. Government’s National Information Assurance Glossary defines IA as: 

 

“Measures that protect and defend information and information systems by ensuring their 

availability, integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and non-repudiation. These measures include  

providing for restoration of information systems by incorporating  protection, detection, and 

reaction capabilities.” (Metzler, 2009). 
 

Besides the degree of confidence about security features, it is also necessary to analyze, how Green 

IT is protecting its information system, which comes under the information security. 

 

According to James Anderson, Vice President of Information Security at Inovant, the world’s 

largest commercial processor of financial payment transactions, In today’s enterprise information 

security is a “well-informed sense of assurance that the information risks and controls are in 

balance” (Whitman, 2008, p.3) and it has been also define as is the protection of information and its 
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critical elements, including the systems and hardware that use, store and transmit that information 

(Whitman, 2008, p.8). 

 

  

4.2 Green IT in Information Assurance Perspective 

On the face, information assurance (IA) has little to do with Green IT but in depth Green IT has 

much to do with information assurance because Information Assurance not only assess the security 

features, principles and policies in computing devices or on network, but also where data and 

information is resides physically, travelling on the network in bits and bytes or available on the 

paper. Information Assurance also applied on where information is stored, how it is stored, how it is 

recovered when lost and how to destroy when no longer is needed (Metzler, 2009).   

Paul Duckling, a senior technology consultant at Sophos, says, When everything is going green then 

there is an issue with Green IT business that people who want to sell Green IT, will bring the sea 

change in how we work and this new change can easily be the enemy of security (Grossman, 2011). 

Additional, Green IT information assurance challenge is with the electronic equipment recycling, 

laptop and computers containing the sensitive data, when go for recycling bring the security fears. 

In 2008 RBS, was a trusted and respected, financial custodian by general public, found that some of 

their redundant computers had been acquired from its disposal contractor and sold on eBay. The 

disks had not been properly wiped, so sensitive data was exposed (Goucher, 2009, p.9).  

Joe Pucciarelli, a re-search director at IDC. "Anyone relying on ignorance of the threat as a business 

strategy will be un-pleasantly surprised" (McAlearney, 2007). It is possible that data can be theft 

and compromised from the old equipment if not properly disposed of. Any bad guy can monitor the 

process and can easily carried out act of cybercrime. Ten years ago it was not much company’s 

reputation issue, but today if any company is not aware of the associated risk with such task then 

the company will supposed to be negligent (McAlearney, 2007). So the risks of computer recycling 

are well known where assurance of data confidentiality can be easily compromised if not properly 

passed from recycling processes.  
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Green IT does raise the number of security issues and problem. In order to discuss the security 

concerns, we first need to define the Green IT dimension and holistic approach, and its initiatives in 

more details and see what solutions are present in the market. This will help us to analyze what 

security challenges are emerging when engaging in a Green IT strategy.  

4.3 Green IT Dimension 

The global warming and environmental changes, putting the pressure on the organizations to change 

the way they are working before therefore environmental experts and scientist are encouraging the 

IT user to  shift their corporate and social practices into environmentally sustainable solutions. 

Organizations are taking keen interest, with the help of IT, to reduce their carbon emission and 

developing and modifying the business in terms of healthy for the environment and cost effective. 

With the motive of saving planet and saving money, organizations has started thinking how to 

achieve environmental sustainability and cost effectiveness  from IT side throughout its life cycle.  

An IT equipment lifecycle is start from manufacturing, design, use and disposal and these are the 

areas of focus where Green IT strategies can be applied. A very good holistic approach of Green IT 

is defined by Murugesan (2008).  

 

Figure 8: Green IT Dimension (Murugesan, 2008) 

Above figure is pick out from Murugesan (2008), defines the four areas of Green IT dimension. 

Each phase is the part of IT infrastructure and equipment life cycle. In later chapters, green 

initiatives of each Green IT dimension is discussed in detail with information assurance perspective. 
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4.4 Green IT Initiatives 

The rapid growth and use of IT has exposed its effect on environment (Webber Lawrence and 

Wallace Michael, 2009). So enterprises are looking for the ways of environmental sustainability 

(Vykoukal Jens, Wolf  Martin, Beck Romainn, 2009). As, the main purpose of the thesis is to 

assess, does Green IT raise number of concern from security perspective and threat to security? So 

in order to assess those security concerns it is necessary to define Green IT initiatives and solutions 

which are in the market for going green.  The approach of finding and defining Green IT initiatives 

and solutions helps us, how to mitigate the threats when engaging in any of the green IT strategy. 

What security strategies should be implemented during adoption of Green IT solutions (future 

research) (Gorge,2008).  

 

Below Figure 9, shows the most common Green initiatives and solutions adopted or planning to 

adopt in near future by many small to medium organizations for moving towards green (Info-Tech 

Research Group, 2009). All these Green IT initiatives and solutions have been grouped under 

specific Green IT dimension, accordingly. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Green IT Initiatives and Solutions (Info-Tech Research Group, 2009) 

 

In the following section of analysis, each green it solution is fully analyzed from green benefit and 

security perspective under the relevant Green IT dimension. 
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5. Analysis 

This section assesses the information assurance and security threats and risks in Green IT solutions 

with respect to Green IT dimension. 

5.1 Green Design and Manufacturing in Information Assurance Perspective 

 

The green design and manufacturing process is not  new concept it  has been started from the time 

when human has realized that advancement in science and technology has start effecting on the 

natural resources and environment has been started polluted but now there is much more growing 

awareness of environmental impact of IT and increasing new demand of customer for energy and 

cost effective electronic equipment, computer,  and other related sub system and which has led the 

design and manufacturing enterprises to review their design and manufacturing strategies and 

processes (Deif, 2011). Therefore, the design and manufacturing enterprises are working on more 

objective to produce the electronic equipment, computers and system with minimal or no impact on 

environment. 

  

The green manufacturing is the modern strategy which comprehensively considerate on 

environmental impact and resource utilization and resource consumption. Its aim is to a produce the 

product which has minimal impact on environment, maximum utilization and facilitate harmonious 

development of enterprise economic benefit and social benefit in its whole lifecycle from design, 

manufacturing, packaging, transport, use to scrapping and disposal (Jin-ying, 2011). This aim of 

green manufacturing can be achieved by employing green strategies, objective, principles and 

techniques and innovations to turn into eco efficient. In nut shell, as the word green is associated 

with the manufacturing process, then manufacturing becomes more aware about its production’s 

impact on environment and consider such impact on its production planning and control (Deif, 

2011). 

 

Now if we talk about the green design, then green design deals with maintaining the environmental 

sustainability in its electronic design construction.  

The salient example of green design and design are Thin Client which do not have large memory 

and processing power as example which aims to reduce the power consumption of the IT resources 

(Joumaai, Kadry, 2012, Info-Tech Research Group, 2009 and Murugesan,2008). Second is cloud 

computing based on the characteristics of Grid technology, billed by consumption (Vykoukal, Wolf, 

Beck, 2009). 

 

As presented in Figure 9, few of green design and manufacturing initiatives are the cloud computing 

and thin clients. In rest of the chapter each initiative which will be illustrated in further details to 

analyze its impact on the degree of information assurance and security.  
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Figure 10: Green Design and Manufacturing Initiatives 

5.1.1 Cloud Computing:  A Green IT solution and its assessment from IA and security 

perspective 

 

The availability of high speed internet connection and ip deliveries has shift the paradigms of the 

way IT world works. Today the small and medium size business companies instead of constructing 

IT infrastructure are relying on access to the shared computer resources, software, hardware and 

data storage resources, business application ‘as a service’ using internet technologies. These 

services are offered by external services providers to both corporate and individual over internet on 

use-on-demand and pay-per-use basis, called cloud computing.  

Cloud Computing is derived from the Grid Computing technology in around 2007 that includes 

deployment of computing utility, SaaS, storage resources, applications and computation power by 

external service provider and obtaining them as services (Lamb, 2011 & Zissis and Lekkas, 2010).  

There are many definition of cloud computing based on the services currently offered and on 

discussion about service offering in future (Baliga, Ayre, Hinton, and S. R. Tucker, 2011, p-150).  

Below is the summarized definition of cloud computing covering its scope: 

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool 

of con-figurable computing resources that can be rapidly pro-visioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction.” (Baliga, Ayre , Hinton, and S. R. Tucker, 2011, 

p-150).   

 

The main area of cloud computing service model are infrastructure as a service (IaaS), software as a 

service (SaaS) and platform as a service (PaaS) and it can be deployed in private, public,  

community and hybrid model (Jamil and Zaki, 2011;  Carroll. M and Kotzé, 2011 & Baliga, Ayre, 

Hinton, and S. R. Tucker, 2011).  Here we will not go into details of cloud computing services and 

deployment model.   NIST (U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology) have summarized 

the cloud computing definition in visual form in Figure -11. 

Green Design and 
Manufactiring

 

Cloud Computing
 

Thin Client 
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Figure 11: NIST Visual Model of Cloud Computing Definition ( P. Mell and T. Grance, 2009) 

 

 

5.1.1.1 Cloud Computing and Green IT  

 

The growing awareness of global warming and contribution of  IT in global CO2 emission has force 

the IT world to think  about going green in IT . Today the major challenge of many organizations is 

to work and operate in going green manner. There are various solution that are working for the 

purpose of making IT Green,  which has be discussed in this paper one by one.   

 

Although Cloud Computing has not been dreamed up as a Green IT solution but cloud computing 

inherently has the green benefits in it and it also provide the Green IT benefits to the organization 

that are using it, which has been discussed in Table 1.  Furthermore the increasing importance of 

energy efficiency in information and communication technologies (ICT), has given the call to 

reduce the greenhouse gas emission in ICT and to migrate towards the energy efficient 

computation, storage and communication technologies.  Recently cloud computing has been given 

wide attention in this respect. It is growing as a promising approach to use the computation and 

storage resources and communication technologies in energy efficient manner with improve 

utilization of data centre. Now cloud computing is evolving as green cloud computing. 

 

As we know that Green IT is refer to practice of using computer resources in energy efficient 

manner to minimize the environmental impact and reduce the power consumption while 

maintaining or increasing the overall performance and the same analogy is found in cloud 

computing where computing, storage and communication resources are used in energy efficient 

ways. It also incorporates the natural extension of virtualization technologies where two or more 

logical computer is run on a single physical machine with equal sharing of resources and enables 

the scalable management of virtual machines, thus allow the maximization of energy efficient 

resource utilization and resource sharing which incurs the energy saving architecture/model of 
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cloud services (Li. J, Li. Bo, Wo. Tanya, Hu. Chunming, Huai. Jinpeng, Liu. Lu & Lam. K.P, 

2011).  

 

5.1.1.2 Green benefits in Cloud Computing 

The integration of IT and green management to reduce the CO2 has given the call to the government 

and enterprises to adopt the low CO2 gas emission technology and industries, to encourage them for 

more sustainable environment. So in this order to save energy and reduce carbon emission, ICT is 

helping by multi user sharing of resources and reducing the IT related cost, power consumption and 

global warming.  In the same regard to make IT industries and enterprises more green, cloud 

computing has moved from a fast-growing information technology (IT) fields to the carbon 

reduction of high technology and high efficiency green management industry. Cloud computing 

architecture can also help meet the carbon reduction and environmental goal, the saving from the 

elimination of redundant and overlapping data center and server applications can save about 112 

megawatts of electricity, reduce carbon emissions by more than 70 million metric ton( Liang Dung, 

Liang Dong & Chang, 2012). 
 

The following table describe the green benefits associated with the cloud computing.  The benefits 

listed are only those which have been found in the literature and further benefits may exist. The 

inspiration of presenting the green benefits in tabular form has been got from  Esensten (2011) 

report. 

 

 

 

Table 8: Green Benefits of Cloud Computing 

Green  Benefit Description References 

Saving energy  Cloud computing is saving the energy by moving 

towards cloud virtualization in the form of server 

virtualization, network virtualization and storage 

virtualization. Server virtualization can increase the 

hardware utilization from 5 to 20 times and gives the 

opportunity to decrease the number of server consuming 

power. 

Yamini &  

Vetri, 2010 

Improve utilization of data center 

resources 

Data center has moved towards the energy efficient IT 

infrastructure through virtualization and consolidation. 

Virtualization is promising technology, address green 

utilization of resources, facilities, space, power and 

cooling. Virtualization combines the more than two 

virtual machine on a single physical server thus 

maximizing the energy efficiency and minimizing the 

idle hardware time and hence the overall power 

consumption. Moreover, virtualization can assist in  

energy efficient self-management manner by 

distributing work load in such a way that servers are 

either busy, or put in a low power sleep state or turned 

off the server the unused server to save the energy. This 

Lamb, 2009 

 

Berl, 

Gelenbe, 

Girolamo, 

Giuliani, 

Meer, Dang 

& 

Pentikousis, 

2010 

 

Li. Jianxin, 

Li. Bo, Wo. 
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has led to server consolidation, with heightened 

computer elasticity as well as significantly reduced 

electricity bills. 

Thus Hardware virtualization, consolidation and 

reduced redundancy can achieve the energy efficiency.  

 

Tianyu,  Hu. 

Chunming, 

Huai. 

Jinpeng, Liu. 

Lu & Lam. 

K.P. 2011 

 

Energy efficient technology  Cloud computing is inherently an energy efficient 

virtualization technology, where information and 

services are run and stored remotely on the server in the 

ubiquitous computing cloud, cached temporarily at 

client site. At peak time of load, services can be moved 

to other parts of the cloud and the aggregation of a 

cloud’s resources can provide higher hardware 

utilization. 

Research also has been done on Virtual network 

architecture to add power saving mechanism into virtual 

network components. An energy aware network 

provision algorithm has also been designed to make the 

cloud more “green”. Furthermore an energy aware 

routing algorithm has also been presented to minimize 

the power consumption of communication. 

Berl, 

Gelenbe, 

Girolamo, 

Giuliani, 

Meer, Dang 

& 

Pentikousis, 

2010 

 

Chang.R.S 

and Wu. 

Chia-Ming, 

No longer need large data center 

site at consumer site 

Cloud computing provides virtualized, efficient 

infrastructure promotes energy efficiency and cost 

benefits to its consumer. Now consumer can accomplish 

their business functionality with less onsite IT resources 

rather than owing and managing their own systems and 

consumers are no longer needed to purchase assets for 

one time or infrequent intensive computing task.  

Lamb, 2009 

 

Bose & Luo. 

2011, p.51 

Simplified management of 

resources and server  

In cloud computing, server virtualization offers a way  

to help consolidate a large number of individual  

small machines on one larger server, easing  

manageability and more efficiently using system  

resources by allowing them to be prioritized and  

allocated to the workloads needing them most at  

any given point in time. 

Lamb, 2009 

 

Reduced server and power usage Cloud computing offers the large number of user to 

share a single server and pool of resource via 

virtualization and consolidation, which increases 

utilization and in turn reduces the total number of 

servers required. During periods of low demand, some 

of the servers enter a sleep mode which reduces energy 

Baliga, Ayre 

, Hinton, and 

S. R. Tucker, 

2011 

Reduced power consumption and 

cost at client side 

As cloud computing offers the required services on 

demand, so the client PC and server does not perform 

large computationally intensive tasks, so the power 

consumption and cost of PC can be reduced by 

deploying less powerful computer. 

Baliga, Ayre 

, Hinton, and 

S. R. Tucker, 

2011 

Reduced total cost of ownership As cloud computing eliminate the need for customer to Baliga, Ayre 
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(TCO) for client buy, deploy, own and maintain their own applications, 

IT infrastructure and system. Cloud computing 

providers take the responsibility to provide the 

infrastructure, platform and storage as a service to its 

customers. 

, Hinton, and 

S. R. Tucker, 

2011 

Lower total cost of ownership 

(TCO) 

Of cloud computing 

In cloud computing, cloud service provider (CSP) takes 

the responsibility to run the servers, backups, operating 

system, software, databases, cooling, power, space etc. 

They manage the users to share the pool of resources, 

on a single instance of the software, they can amortize  

Costs over thousands of customers. This yields the 

reduced TCO  

Lamb, 2009 

Energy efficient utilization of 

resources in cloud computing 

system 

Energy consumption and resource utilization are highly 

coupled in the cloud computing.  Recourses 

underutilized or over utilized still consume the high 

energy as compare to efficient utilization of resources. 

Task consolidation is an effective technique to increase 

resource utilization which is enabled by virtualization to 

perform several tasks concurrently on single physical 

resource. Task consolidation not only contributes in 

energy efficiency but also make the resources free 

which sitting idle and drawing power. 

Lee.Y.C  &  

Y. Zomaya. 

2010 

Reduce number of hardware 

equipment 

One of the objective of cloud computing is efficient 

utilization of resources which yields in less number of 

hardware equipment and potential reduced global CO2 

gas emission 

Chang.R.S 

and Wu. 

Chia-Ming,  

Saving in IT related cost Cloud computing provides compelling savings in IT 

related costs including lower implementation and 

maintenance costs; less hardware to purchase and 

support; the elimination of the cost of power, cooling, 

floor space and storage as resources are moved to a 

service provider; a reduction in operational costs; and 

paying only for what is used (measured service). Cloud 

Carroll. M, 

& Kotzé, 

Paula, 2011 

More sustainable environment Cloud computing helps organizations to reduce power, 

cooling, storage and space usage and thereby facilitates 

more sustainable, environmentally responsible data 

centers. Moving to the cloud further frees up existing 

infrastructure and resources that can be allocated to 

more strategic tasks.   

Carroll. M, 

& Kotzé, 

Paula, 2011 
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5.1.1.3 Assessing the IA and Security Challenges in Green Cloud Computing 

 

Today modern computing technologies is not only facing the technical challenges but also facing 

the challenge of environmental sustainability in term of high power consumption. As the size of IT 

infrastructure grows the effective green IT solutions and initiatives also required to develop for 

minimization of the global carbon gas emission. Going green and saving cost are the key objectives 

of an organization and Cloud computing helping its consumer organization to reduce cost, power 

consumption, hardware, storage, cooling and space usage and facilitating more environmental 

sustainable green data centre. Hence the cloud computing is fast moving to less carbon emitting 

green cloud computing.  As green cloud computing is massively extension of virtualization 

technologies and consists of virtualization-based platform so it also raises the serious security issues 

and data privacy with in the cloud environmental general and in particular extensive virtualization 

techniques in particular. So before taking the entire advantages of green IT, it is necessary to assess 

the security assurance mechanism of green cloud computing architecture.  

In Cloud computing there are set of principles and policies includes privacy, governance, reliability, 

surveillance, telecommunication and capacity but among all of them the most important of all cloud 

consumers is information assurance and security. These security concerns are originated from the 

fact that customer store their data at remote server under the control of service vendor, residing at 

any location and rely on the software application to store and execute it (Svantesson & Clarke. 

2010). 

This section analyses the information assurance in green cloud computing. Here, we discuss the 

assessment of the IA and security issues which are arise due to energy efficient technologies and 

practices to make cloud computing green. This study outline the several critical security issues 

found in the literature and point out the importance to motivate the future investigation and research 

of security solutions that will help the growing adoption of trust worthy green cloud computing. 

Here, we do not consider the general security issues associated with cloud computing. 

Trust 

Trust is the new topic in the field of computer science. It measure the degree of confidence that 

consumer have on computer system or model. It is used in convincing the observer and user that 

process, system, design or model is correct and secures (Zissis & Lekkas, 2010). The concept of 

trust is move around the parties like in cloud computing, cloud computing users believe that cloud 

infrastructure will behave as expected and required and ensure the strong security mechanism. In 

cloud computing trust has become the biggest concern for the cloud consumer. This certainty of 

trust in cloud computing can be expressed in customer’s faith in integrity and soundness operation, 

and successful implementation of security control and measures where all security risks is eliminate 

or reduced to minimum level.  
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Trust in cloud computing is dependent upon its infrastructure, technology, model and governance. 

The organization who wants to reduce their  IT related cost of floor space, money, power and 

cooling are moving towards the virtualization-based cloud computing. Where they are basically 

delegating the all controls of their data to the cloud infrastructure owner and come under the mercy 

of service provider that they will enforce the sufficient security mechanism and policies and 

guarantees the implementation of security controls to deal with the all associated risk of cloud 

computing and virtualized infrastructure. This trust can be expensive when owner is failed to 

provide the service as expected and required (Zissis & Lekkas, 2010).  

Multi-tenancy Security 

As we know that green cloud computing is basically virtualization-based cloud computing platform, 

which offers the deployment of scalable and energy efficient software application and services. It 

also deals with the energy efficient utilization of resources and hardware achieved through the 

increased sharing of hardware and multitenant cloud architecture environment (Li. Jianxin , Li. Bo, 

Wo. Tianyu,  Hu. Chunming, Huai. Jinpeng, Liu. Lu & Lam. K.P,  2011).  

 

Multi-tenancy is the fundamental characteristics of green cloud computing, which optimize the 

resource utilization. Several aspect of multi-tenancy is used to keep the cloud green, including from 

memory, program, server, storage, network and data. In green cloud computing, users are sharing 

the resources at the network level, host level and application level. Although users are kept isolated 

from each other at virtual level.  The CSPs is also using the hardware virtualization, where many 

users’ runs the application on the same hardware while application is designed to virtually partition 

its data and configuration so that each user works with customized instance of application. This  

multi-tenancy architecture increases use of the underlying hardware resources. Virtualization eases 

the management burden for CSPs, allowing for efficient and effective resource provisioning and re-

allocation without the need for any upfront hardware purchase or setup ( Li. Jianxin , Li. Bo, Wo. 

Tianyu,  Hu. Chunming, Huai. Jinpeng, Liu. Lu & Lam. K.P,  2011 and Ren, Wang. C, & Wang. Q, 

2012).  

 

Despite the many other and green benefits of multitenant cloud architecture, poses a number of 

severe security threats and vulnerabilities to both CSPs and users. It also impact the assurance of 

confidentiality and privacy attribute of clouds. Since multitenant virtualized cloud architecture share 

same functionality of existing operating system and application in non-virtualized physical 

environmental, so software bugs and newly identified threat are the primary threat to multitenant 

virtualized environment (Ren, Wang. C, & Wang. Q, 2012). In multi-tenancy, object reusability can 

also lead to vulnerabilities if not properly controlled (Li. Jianxin, Li. Bo, WO, Tianyu, Hu, 

Chunming, and Huai. Jinpeng, Liu. Lu & Lam. K.P, 2011). Furthermore, for the proper resource 

management and utilization, several forms of virtualization must need to consistently monitored and 

protected.  Furthermore the growing size of multitenant cloud environment and use of these 

virtualization technologies brings additional security concerns and makes the maintenance and 

security assurance more difficult to achieve (CSA, 2009 and Ren, Wang. C &Wang. Q, 2012). 
 

Privacy and Confidentiality 

Amazon EC2 provides it customer the instantiate of Virtual Machine (VM) on demand. These 

virtualization techniques allow the multi-tenancy of user and maximize the utilization of resources 
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under the low capital. In this scenario, customer trust on the cloud owner for the privacy, 

confidentiality and integrity of their data and computation. However, it is not the case; such cloud 

infrastructure allows other customers and adversaries’ VM on the same physical machine which 

raises non obvious threats of privacy and confidentiality leakage.  Considering the situation where, 

adversary and victims are on the same physical machine and adversary can penetrate from the 

isolation of VMs and escape the hypervisor via vulnerabilities or side channel attacks and violate 

the other customer’s privacy and confidentiality (T. Ristenpart, 2009). 

 

In virtualized environment, the other scenario of data confidentiality leakage is possible when data 

is nominally erased or removed. The lack of strong access control mechanism and exploitation of 

application vulnerabilities can also lead into breach of confidentiality (Zissis & Lekkas, 2010).  

Privacy, confidentiality and multi-tenancy are the biggest challenge of the public cloud computing 

(Greer, 2010). Due to growing virtualized and multi-tenant infrastructure of cloud, it is very 

difficult to solve the privacy issue, but it can be merely assured by strong service level agreement 

(SLA) or through the use of private cloud.  However, to protect the privacy and confidentiality of 

data, the strong isolation solution is must require at level of virtualization or to expose the risk and 

placement decisions directly to users (Subashini and Kavitha, 2010 & T. Ristenpart, 2009). 

 

Integrity 

The virtualized based green cloud computing offers the deployment of energy efficient network 

software application (NetApp) by virtue of improved utilization of resources. It is necessary that 

NetApp is loaded with out tempered by various malware such as viruses, Trojans, worms and 

rootkits which are the threat for VM. Issue with malware like rootkit is that it can hide its own 

process and escape from conventional network security. Although there are several integrity 

measurement exist like Tripwire, integrity measurement architecture (IMA), policy-reduced 

integrity measurement architecture (PRIMA) and Google Chrome OS but they have widely known 

limitations (Li. Jianxin , Li. Bo, Wo. Tianyu, Hu. Chunming, Huai. Jinpeng, Liu. Lu & Lam. K.P, 

2011). For example IMA is implemented  through Linux  kernel LSM which is inherently 

vulnerable to bypass attack and Tripwire recalculate the hash value of the file when file have been 

changed but the malware program which change the file keep the hash value same. (Li. Jianxin, Li. 

Bo, WO. Tianyu, Hu. Chunming, Huai. Jinpeng, Liu. Lu & Lam. K.P, 2011). 

 

However, security isolation at different level is the technique to counteract for NetApp integrity 

preservation but problem is NetApp can be downloaded from a third party which may contain 

malicious code (Li. Jianxin, Li. Bo, Wo. Tianyu, Hu. Chunming, Huai. Jinpeng, Liu. Lu & Lam. 

K.P, 2011). 

  

Access Control 

Access control of virtual resources is also a major challenge of virtualization based cloud 

computing (Greer, 2010). In green cloud computing a large number of user shares the resources and 

several access control mechanism is there to facilitate the authentication mechanism like oVirt, built 

on libvirt allows to manage the hosted VMs. oVirt also provide the additional secure 
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communication (GSSAPI/SASL2) and authentication mechanism (Kerberos/LDAP) for access of 

remote resource pools. Li. Jianxin (2011) also mentioned the associated limitation of above 

mentioned approach, oVirt only provide a simple identity-based authentication mechanism without 

considering the real-time security policy updating and evaluation for the multi-tenant resource pool 

 

Data Segregation  

As mentioned above, multi-tenancy is the fundamental characteristic of green cloud computing. A 

large number of users store their data through the application provided by SaaS. In cloud computing 

it is happen that data of many users resides on same location and where intrusion of data can happen 

in many ways for example by exploiting the vulnerabilities of application or by injecting client code 

into SaaS system (Greer, 2010) . A client can also inject the masked code into the application, if the 

application executes this code without verification, then there is a high potential of intrusion into 

other’s data. There is also required to define the user’s data boundary not only physical level but 

also at application level too (Subashini and Kavitha, 2010).  

 

Authorization 

The other issue of VMs is the control of administrator on host and guest operating system. Perfect 

isolation is not found in Current virtual machine monitor (VMMs). There are many bugs founds in 

popular VMMs where user can escape from the VM although in virtualized guest environment the 

VMMs should not permit the privileges to interference with host system. Moreover, there are 

vulnerabilities found in all virtualization software which can be exploited by malicious users to 

bypass certain security restriction and gain privileges. For example, Microsoft virtual PC and 

server’s vulnerability allows the guest operating system user to run code on host or on other guest 

operating system. Such vulnerabilities also allow the elevation of privileges. One more example of 

authorization and privilege issue is in Xen caused due to an input validation error in 

tools/pygrub/src/GrubConf.py.  This can be exploited by ‘root’ users of a guest domain to execute 

arbitrary commands in domain 0 via specially crafted entries in grub.conf when the guest system is 

booted (Subashini and Kavitha, 2010).  

 

This section has assessed the IA in green cloud computing environment.  

Doubtless there are number of benefits offered by the green it cloud computing (Carroll. M and 

Kotzé, Paula, 2011 & Subashini and Kavitha, 2010) but green approach of virtualization and multi-

tenancy has its own risk too (Li. Jianxin , Li. Bo, Wo. Tianyu,  Hu. Chunming, Huai. Jinpeng, Liu. 

Lu & Lam. K.P,  2011). So it is highly required for cloud computing community to take proactive 

measure to assure the IA.  Eventually it is also necessary for all users migrating towards the cloud 

computing who are interested in utilizing the cloud computing products  for the purpose of 

sustainable environment that they must ensure the all associated security challenges of privacy, 

confidentiality, access control and authorization. They must also ensure that the product they are 

going to use is of their need and risks are well understood (Svantesson. Dan and Clarke. Roger, 

2010).  In other way around they must have strong SLA agreement or at least must be aware of it.  
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5.1.2 Thin Client:  A Green IT solution and its assessment from IA and security 

perspective 

 

Thin client machine is also a Green IT solution (Joumaai, Kadry, 2012, Info-Tech Research Group, 

2009 and Murugesan,2008). In the design of thin client, application and functionality are run on the 

remote server in the network and have no RAM and CPU (Vykoukal, Wolf, Beck, 2009 and Info-

Tech Research Group, 2009). 

5.1.2.1 Green  Benefits in Thin Client 

Thin client has less function capabilities and move all complex functionality to remote server  

Therefore, Thin Client draws one-fifth power of desktop PC (Murugesan, 2008 ). Desktop 

virtualization and thin client machines reduces the power consumption and environmental impact of 

user infrastructure (Info-Tech Research Group, 2009). According to Info-Tech Research (2009), 

Thin client uses a 4.8-watt power supply as compare to typical computer which used up to a 250-

watt power supply; so the reduction in electricity usage is 97, 98 percent, with all the functionality. 

5.1.2.2 Assessing the IA and security challenges in Thin Client computing environment 

This section analyses the information assurance and security issues in Thin Client working 

environment.   

Availability 

Thin client computing environment has a risk of unavailability of services. An outage in the central 

network and server can affect the business services. Until the dependent resources and network of 

thin client is recovered from the outage (Hocking, 2011 and Intel Information Technology, 2010). 

The research also discovered that thin client environment is downright for Denial of service attack 

(Vlissidis & Hickey, 2010). 

Access Control  

Thin client computing environment have the access control vulnerability. Centralizing of data and 

application also introduce the centralized threat. A network of thin connected to servers also opens 

the many access points for the attackers. Than attackers can access the server storing the data and 

application and compromise the entire IT infrastructure (Intel Information Technology, 2010). 

Confidentiality 

A research on different client devices discovered that “thin-client environment could be hacked by 

hackers to be used in botnets. Open sources and off the shelf software can be used to carry out the 

eavesdropping activity on a standard thin-client device (Vlissidis & Hickey, 2010).  
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Most of the cases, the security management model is compromised as all credential traffic is passed 

in clear text and network is open for sniffing. (Vlissidis & Hickey, 2010). 

Integrity 

In the research article by Vlissidis & Hickey (2010), mentioned that a typical thin client model 

consist of remote application cluster accessed by thin client. A management server is also deployed 

for the deployment of patches, firmware and configuration information and management of security 

in thin client computing environment. The research is done on different thin client device such as 

HP Compaq T5700, Wyse V90L, Wyse S10, IXL Itona V17, with their respective management 

software, reveals that there is no encryption between the thin client and management software and 

protocol and all text are transferred in clear text and with a high risk of man-in-middle attack and 

layer 2 network attack except the HP Compaq T5700 which used the encryption technique 

(Vlissidis & Hickey, 2010). 

Authentication 

Following the above define scenario of typical thin client model, the lack of authentication and 

encryption technique also lead to spoofing. For example attacker listens to the device (thin client) 

service probe and can launch ARP spoofing attack to connect the thin client to malicious server. 

This attack further lead attacker to reconfigure, update and execute command on the host machine 

the same privileges of the management software suite. For example research reveals that in Wysl 

device it is possible to reconfigure and execute commands without authentication (Vlissidis & 

Hickey, 2010). 
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5.2 Green Use in Information Assurance Perspective 

 

After the Gartner research (2007) about contribution of Information Technology in global warming.  

We can fairly say that information technology is helping to destroy the planet (Webber & Wallace, 

2009). To mitigate this deadly problem, Green IT encourages the green usage (Murugesan, 2008).  

Cut energy costs by running your IT equipment and other IT system efficiently in environmentally 

sound manner (Webber & Wallace, 2009 and Murugesan, 2008).  

By focusing on the green usage of IT, we can develop an environmental sustainable IT department.  

The key objective of Green Use is to reduce the energy consumption of using computer systems and 

data centre (Murugesan, 2008).  

 

Green Use Initiatives
 

 
Virtualization 

and 
Consolidation

 

Paper
Reduction

Travel 
Reduction

Mobile Computing
 

 
Figure 12: Green Use Initiatives 

 

The revolution of computer has given the rapid growth to data center. Organizations are installing 

more Data centers. Data centers have number of servers. In last decade the number of servers has 

increased from six fold to 30 million (Murugesan, 2008). Each server draws electricity. Beside the 

huge amount of energy consumption by data center, operational cost of data center is also becoming 

critical issue.  Green Use also emphasis to improve the energy efficiency of data centers.  New 

energy efficient equipment, and virtualization, storage consolidation is one of the strategies to save 

the energy in data center. Murugesan, (2008 ) mentioned that in purchasing survey 50% of the 

datacenters professional believe that they have save energy by adoption of virtualization. 

Murugesan, (2008) also talk about the survey by Sun Microsystems Australia, where 80 percent of 

respondents said they use energy-efficient technologies and 60 percent said they use system 

virtualization. 

In order to facilitate the reduction of power consumption, travel reduction, going paperless, mobile 

computing also come under the green use initiatives. Surprisingly many organization are adopting 

travel reduction, going paper less, mobile computing to reduce the power and fuel consumption and 

decrease negative impact on environment (Bose and Luo, 2011 & Info-Tech Research Group, 2009 

).  
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In rest of the chapter each initiative has been accessed in further detail in terms of green solution 

and from information assurance and security perspective. 

5.2.1 Virtualization: A Green IT initiative and its assessment from IA and security 

perspective 

 

This section briefly discusses the virtualization technologies and how these technologies can be 

used in data center.  It also includes the green benefits of virtualization. The goal is to assess the IA 

and security weaknesses of virtualization.  This section does not make an attempt to make 

references to many products offering of virtualization technologies.  

 

5.2.1.1 Virtualization and Green IT  

In the recent year, the growing demand of computational work has made the data centers main 

building block of IT infrastructure. Data centers are found in every sector including financial 

institution, government organization, media and education system. To meet the need of 

organizational huge computation, processing large scale storage and backup, data center growth is 

rising exponentially.  This the rapid growth in the size of data centers, resulting in huge 

consumption of power and electricity, space and cost (Uddin, 2010). This huge amount of energy 

consumption causes the greenhouse gas emission. US EPA report to Report to Congress on Server 

and Data Center Energy Efficiency Opportunities conducted in 2007 estimated that nation’s servers 

and data centers consumed about 61 billion kilowatt-hours (kWh) in 2006 which is 1.5% of total 

U.S. electricity consumption and costs $4.5 billion. As data centers is the fastest growing sector, so 

the energy consumption was supposed to approximately double by 2011(US EPA, 2007, p-7).  

Virtualization technologies can help organization to reduce the power consumption and increase 

energy efficiency and resources utilization and can play its significant role of green solution in 

forms of server virtualization, storage virtualization and client virtualization (Lechner, 2007 & 

Lamb, 2009). 

Server Virtualization: 

Server utilization is the most promising technology to reduce the power consumption, address the 

issues of space, cooling, cost and resource utilization. (Bose and Luo, 2011, Esensten, 2011, Lamb, 

2009, Vykoukal, Wolf & Beck, 2009 and Lechner, 2007). In 2006, Gartner estimated that more than 

90% of the organization are using virtualization to x86 server space and cost and its reduced the 

market of x86 server by 4% (Lechner, 2007). According to the International Data Corporation 

(IDC) 18% of all new servers shipped in the fourth quarter of 2009 were virtualized, an increase 

from 15% compared to 2008 (Huber, 2010). The server virtualization market is expected to grow 

30% a year through 2013 (Huber, 2010). 

http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/prod_development/downloads/EPA_Datacenter_Report_Congress_Final1.pdf?3cc2-7f92
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/prod_development/downloads/EPA_Datacenter_Report_Congress_Final1.pdf?3cc2-7f92
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Server virtualization provides organizations a way to green IT implementation by offering a way to 

split the hardware resources into many smaller virtual machines and run on a single physical 

machine (Lamb, 2009, Vykoukal, Wolf & Beck, 2009, Murugesan, 2008 p.29  and Velte and 

Elsenpeter, 2008).  In virtualization, a software, Virtual machine monitor (VMM) also known as 

hypervisor, provides the platform to host multiple operating systems running concurrently and 

sharing different resources among each other to provide services to the end users (Huber, 2010 and 

Uddin, 2010).  Virtualizations of server are easy to manage and use the system resources more 

efficiently. By running multiple virtual servers on single shared infrastructure increases 

multitasking capabilities, utilization of server and also allows prioritization and allocation of 

resources according to the workloads (Huber, 2010, Lamb, 2009 and Vykoukal, Wolf & Beck, 

2009).  

 

Figure 13: Energy saving and increase utilization by virtualization (Lamb, 2009) 

 

Storage Virtualization: Virtualize the physical storage from multiple network storage devices so that 

they appear to be a single storage device (Chaudhuri, 2011). E.g. Storage Area Network (SAN), 

redundant array of independent disks (RAID).  

Network Virtualization: Combines computing resources in a network by splitting the available 

bandwidth into independent channels that can be assigned to a particular server or device in real 

time (Chaudhuri, 2011).  

5.2.1.2 Green Benefits of Virtualization  

The following table describe the green benefits of virtualization.  The benefits listed are only those 

which have been found in the literature and further benefits may exist. 
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Table 9: Green Benefits of Virtualization 

Green  Benefits Description References 

Increased hardware utilization Server virtualization increases the hardware utilization 

from 5 to 20 times. It also reduces the number of 

power consuming server 

Lamb, 2009 

Lamb, 2011 

Harmon, 2009 

Murugesan, 

2008, p-29 

 

Cost Saving By running multiple virtual machine on single physical 

hardware save cost 

Lamb, 2009 

Lamb, 2011 

Bose & Luo, 

2011, p-39 

Harmon, 2009 

 

Energy Saving/  By consolidating hardware and software on single 

physical hardware also save energy 

Lamb, 2009 

Lamb, 2011 

Bose & Luo, 

2011, p-39 

Ronan, 2009, 

Uddin, , 

2010,p-2 

Harmon, 2009 

Murugesan, 

2008, p-29 

 

Reduced number of hardware Virtualized sliced up the single physical machine into 

many virtual machine thus reduce the number of 

hardware 

Agarwal & 

Nath, 2011 

Ronan, 2009 

Reduce desktop disposal In desktop virtualization, the  green  benefits  of  

changing  the  desktop  lie primarily  in  reduced  

power  consumption,  but  also  that dumb  terminals  

will  not  need  to  be  upgraded  as  often  as PCs  so  

purchasing  and  equipment  disposal  requirements are  

reduced.   

Agarwal & 

Nath, 2011, p. 

691 

Bose & Luo, 

2011, p-39 

Space Saving Server virtualization also help to save the space by 

reducing no. of hardware 

Anonymous, 

2008 

Bose & Luo, 

2011, p-39 

Ronan, 2009 

Murugesan, 

2008,p-29 

Efficient resource utilization Server virtualization and consolidation allows the 

increase utilization of underutilized server by pooling 

applications on fewer servers. 

Lamb, 2009,p- 

Bose & Luo, 

2011, p-39 

Uddin, 2010,p-
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2 

Harmon, 2009 

 

 

 

5.2.1.3 Assessing the IA and security challenges in Virtualization 

 

One of the green solutions to reduce the energy consumption in IT field is introduction on 

Virtualization technology. Besides it green benefits to reduce the energy consumption and efficient 

resource utilization, virtualization also introduces challenges of security risks and its own 

vulnerabilities (Frangiskatos, 2010). 

This section analyses the information assurance and security issues created by use of virtualization 

technologies. Here, we discuss the assessment of the IA and security issues and system 

vulnerabilities which are with in energy efficient technologies of virtualization and to make 

computing greener. This study outline the several critical security issues found in the literature and 

point out the importance to motivate the future investigation and research of security solutions that 

will help the growing adoption of virtualization.  

Confidentiality 

We know that VMM (virtual machine monitor) is placed at a lower level than the VM. VMM can 

look inside the data of VM and monitor its execution. This monitoring and look inside process is 

called introspection. The introspection feature of VMM (hypervisor) to look inside the VMM can 

threaten the confidentiality. This feature can be misused and can breach the confidentiality of VMs 

and can steal the data from them (Cleeff, 2009).  

In the world of server virtualization, there is no physical connection between the servers. The 

gateways between the servers do no longer exist. So if one virtual server get compromised it can put 

others servers on risk too, assuming that security code of application cannot be bug free 

(Frangiskatos, 2010).  

Confidentiality can also be breached if the isolation among the VMs is not strongly maintained. For 

example a useful feature “Share clipboard” allows data to be transferred between VMs and the host 

can be used as a gateway for transferring data between cooperating malicious program in VMs 

(Reuben, 2007).  Other example is VM Escape attack. It happens when the isolation between VMs 

and between hosts is compromised. In VM Escape, programme running in VM completely bypass 

the hypervisor and get access to host machine. Since host machine is the root, so the program get 

access to host machine can easily get the root privileges and completely break down the security 

framework of virtualization (Reuben, 2007). In case of getting administrative privileges, it can also 

execute guest to guest attack (Reuben, 2007). In case of hijacking hypervisor, attacker can get 

access to base system and multiple virtual machines on the same host.  
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Other point, where confidentiality can be threatened is virtual network connection between VM and 

host. VMs are connected to host machine via virtual hub or switch. It can enables guest machine to 

sniff the packet or in worse case to redirect the packet by ARP poisoning (Reuben, 2007). 

The other threat in virtual environment is double encapsulation attack. It encapsulates traffic with 

multiple 802.1q envelopes. An outer envelope is deleted to be backward compatible; native VLANs 

strip the outer envelope from the frame, leaving the inner packet. A switch then redirects to another 

VLAN than the one initially intended after the outer envelope is deleted (Esensten, 2011). 

In storage virtualization SAN, there are many kinds of threat and one of them is passive attack 

which compromise of traffic analysis to of traffic analysis, monitoring of unprotected 

communications, decrypting weakly encrypted traffic, and capturing authentication information 

such as passwords (Mahalingam,  Jayaprakash, Karthikeyan, 2009, p.106). 

In network virtualization (NV), side channel attacks affect the confidentiality of secret information. 

Side channel attacks target the co-hosted virtual machines by using the Amazon EC2 service 

(Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.538 and Ristenpart. 2009). This threat is analogous to cloud computing 

(Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.538). Furthermore, in network virtualization, attacker can able to sniff 

the state of physical resources on the network infrastructure to attack the co-hosted virtual network 

(VN) (Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.539). Compromised network infrastructure (NI) can also lead to 

monitor VN activities on network traffic and violate the user confidentiality and privacy (Natarajan 

& Wolf, 2012, p.539).  

In NV infrastructure, VNs are isolated from each other but this new infrastructure also lead to new 

attacks. Attacker can lease the portion of the resource to assess the vulnerabilities and 

functionalities of the co-host VN. An instantiated VN can also launch attack to co-host VN by cross 

side channel attack and steal the information (Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.539). Below figure shows 

the different kinds of attacks in NV.  

.  

 

Figure 14: Potential attacks with in virtualized Network (Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.539). 
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Integrity 

Another feature on VMM is intervention and roll back actions of VM. For example Microsoft 

Hyper-V to restore the VM on earlier state if a problem is detected. But this feature can also bring 

the ability to threatens the integrity of the transaction done on a VM and can manipulate the state of 

a VM (Cleeff, 2009).  

Virtualization also has a greater insider threat to integrity of the VM. Where an employee can easily 

copy the number of virtualized machine on USB and alter them at home and copy back to 

company’s network (Frangiskatos, 2010). 

Inadequately verification of party identification at both end of communication channel or 

inadequate protection of channels integrity can cause a man in middle attack.  It allows the attacker 

to access the channel. Man in middle attack happens because that virtual system does not inherently 

protect communication (Esensten, 2011).  

TCP session hijacking could also occur through rolling back the VM when protocol reusing the 

sequence number (Esensten, 2011). 

Another threat is virtual machine users and process can abuse the logging function intentionally or 

unintentionally and flood the large amount of data in log files. Such threats and vulnerabilities are 

introduced through misconfiguration and mismanagement (Esensten, 2011). 

In case host machine compromise, then malicious user can easily get access to all VMs ad can alter, 

copy, move the VMs and put data at risk (Chaudhuri, 2011). 

In storage virtualization, other threat is Active comprise, which attempts to break protection 

features, introduce malicious code, or steal or modify information (Mahalingam, Jayaprakash, 

Karthikeyan, 2009, p.106). 

Like the server and storage virtualization, network virtualization (VN) also has a threat of attacks. 

In NV, network infrastructure (NI) and virtual network (VN) work under a service level agreement 

(SAL). If NI is compromised than hosted VNs can also be compromised and effected NI can 

modify VN information (e.g. protocol) and its operation and violate the agreed SLA.  The attacker 

can compromise the virtual network (VN). Attackers can run malicious protocol function to 

manipulate or modify the normal functionality of protocol and it can also intentionally modify or 

manipulate the data traffic associated with a particular VN (Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.539). 

Similarly a malicious VN can also disrupt the services of NI (Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.540). 

Availability 

Availability is considered one of the features of virtualization. But the availability of applications 

running on VMs can be affected which can be better understand from the couple of examples, one 

of an attack on the virtualization infrastructure of the web hosting company VAServe, where 

100.000 sites were deleted. So virtualization cannot be completely availability risks free (Cleeff, 
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2009) and second, in 2008 when many VMware customers were prevented from logging onto their 

virtual servers as a bug distributed in a software update effectively stopped the boxes from 

powering up (Dubie, 2008).  

The biggest threat to availability is when hypervisor gets denial of service (DoS) attacks 

(Frangiskatos, 2010). In virtual environment the host machine and guest machines (VMs) share the 

physical resources like CPU, memory and network resources. So it is possible that guest machine 

imposes DoS attack by taking the all possible resources and left no resources available for other 

guest (Reuben, 2007).  

In virtualization, all VMs are relying on the single hardware which is the single point of failure. 

Although VMs are decoupled from the hardware but they are still dependent on the hardware. 

Failure in the hardware most likely lead to failure in VMs, which will force a reboot and create the 

problem of reliability and availability (Sahoo, 2010).  

The other threat to availability of data is via changing CPU mask to off which could lead into VM 

crash and data loss (Esensten, 2011). 

Network virtualization also has a threat of DoS attack on physical network which can bring down 

the NI and all virtual hosted networks (Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.538). 

Authenticity  

Virtualization creates identification problems. If a VM is duplicated there no longer is one original 

machine. Also, the identity of the machine used for communications (such as the MAC address) 

might change during a transfer (Cleeff, 2009).  

The other threat in virtual system if host machine is compromised, then attacker can get access to all 

virtual machines or in other case of any malware intrudes the virtualisation layer (hypervisor) , it 

can gain access to all VMs on the host computer, including the production VMs, causing increased 

security risk (Chaudhuri, 2011). 

The main security concern is virtualized access is un-authorized access. As SAN provides the any to 

any access to the data so there is a risk that if any unauthorized user get access to SAN than he/she 

can destroy or alter the data (Mahalingam, Jayaprakash, Karthikeyan, 2009, p.106). 

Non- Repudiation 

We all know that virtual machines have features to be duplicated, rolled back and restored. These 

features can create the fundamental problem regarding non-repudiation. In VM, Transaction log can 

store the evidence of transactions which can be lost in case the state of a VM is restored and If 

transactions are signed, the key with which this is done is also stored on the VM, and can thus be 

copied (Cleeff, 2009). 

Trust 

In NV, compromised NI can violate the promised SLA between hosted VNs and NI, thus increases 

the trust issue in NV (Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, p.539). 

http://www.networkworld.com/Home/ddubie.html
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Vulnerabilities 

The virtualization system is more vulnerable to attacks because several virtual machines are running 

on physical hardware and more points of entry and more holes to patch, Furthermore the 

vulnerabilities in one VM can affect the other VMs or host machine (Reuben, 2007).   

Most of vulnerabilities are produce due to misconfiguration and mismanagement of virtual system 

(Chaudhuri, 2011). The worst case is when virtual system foundation, hypervisor or host machine is 

compromised (Chaudhuri, 2011). 

Most importantly, as hypervisor is software and any vulnerability in hypervisor can put all VMs at 

risk (Chaudhuri, 2011). 

 

The pace with which virtualization technology is being adopted. It is also creating the security 

concerns for the organization. It is becoming very necessary to make virtual system more secure 

and robust. Adequate knowledge is required to properly configure, audit and manage the virtual 

system (Chaudhuri, 2011). 
 

5.2.2 Replacing Paper Systems with On-line Communication Systems: A Green IT 

solution and its assessment from IA and security perspective 

 

Going paper less and moving towards on-line communication system is one of the Green IT 

solutions (Agarwal and Nath, 2011, Frangiskatos, Ghassemian and Diane, 2010, p.148 & Velte, 

2008).   .  

5.2.2.1 Green Benefits in replacing paper system with on-line communication system 

 

One can imagine that reducing the paper usage in an organization can help to protect the 

environment. As less the usage of paper, the less no of trees were cut for its production.  

Additionally, its tonner, maintenance, storage and disposal requirement would be less. Therefore, 

saving the money and environment both.  

5.2.2.2 Assessing the IA and security challenges in replacing paper system with on-line 

communication system 

The threat of computer and internet security is one of the great challenges for on-line 

communication system. With the current popularity of on-line communication system, paper system 

has been replacing by it. But there is a conflict situation i-e use of internet and user mobility, on line 

communication system has introduced various kinds of threat and risks. Many organizations 

expanding their business via connecting to internet and automatically reduce the paper 

consumption. This section assesses the IA and security challenges associated with on-line 

communication system. Here, I assume that on-line communication include mobile computing 

system and internet computing. 
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Confidentiality 

The massive production in laptop computer and usage of wireless connection has increase the threat 

to the confidentiality. All of the laptop personal or enterprise’s contain confidential and secret 

information like personal or business information, bank account, PIN Code, addresses, credit card 

numbers and owner’s company information etc. In practice the greatest threat to current laptop are 

losses or theft which can cause leakage of confidential information. Here is also a weakness with 

keeping the data encrypted that physical attack on laptop can recover the encryption key by 

analyzing the RAM (Pasquinucci, 2009). 

Confidentiality of user information stored on computers could be threaten by spying software which 

monitors the user activity and captures confidential data (Mendyk-Krajewska and Mazur, 2010, 

p.436) and Trojan horses are able to establish remote connection and could transfer information to 

intended  remote location (Mendyk-Krajewska and Mazur, 2010, p.436). 

The other threat from hacker is once they get access to the system they can create backdoor which 

can be use even when all vulnerabilities are secured (Mendyk-Krajewska and Mazur, 2010, p.437). 

A recent virus attack known as Gumblar attack. It attacks user who visited infected webpages. It 

uses the vulnerabilities of extensions of webpages handling Flash Player and PDF files. By using 

vulnerabilities in plug-ins of Flash Player and Acrobat Reader, it installs applications that enable the 

proper attack. The application monitors the user network activity and registers user store passwords. 

Application also redirect the user to infected webpages by replacing the Google search result 

(Mendyk-Krajewska and Mazur, 2010, p.438-439). 

Wireless communication system also has security issues and threats. AirSnort, WepAttack,  

WepDecrypt,  coWPAtty, KisMAC, wpa_crack are the tools used to break the existing security of 

wireless network. They are easily accessible and easy to use. They use to capture the packet and 

gain access to wireless network and causes of man-in-middle attack (Mendyk-Krajewska and 

Mazur, 2010, p.439). 

Integrity 

The other major threat to on line communication system is from malware, Which could be 

downloaded or transferred to the system unknowingly while unintentionally visiting the malicious 

website or link, opening an email attachment. The aim of such malware is to violate the integrity 

and data modification of the system (Mendyk-Krajewska and Mazur, 2010, p.436).  

Authorization 

The recent most dangerous threat is Conficker worm also known as  Downup,  Downadup  or  Kido. 

It uses the vulnerability of Windows Server system platform (programming  error  –  buffer  

overloading)  as  well  as various  COM  services  used  by  all  Microsoft  Windows operating 

systems. This worm has greatest power of spreading and as infected millions of computers. Worm 
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through malicious code gives the control of computer to worm writer (Mendyk-Krajewska and 

Mazur, 2010, p.438).  

In recent year, in 2008, a mass number of botnet creation has been observed. Hacker takes control 

over the computer with the help of software (Mendyk-Krajewska and Mazur, 2010, p.439).  

Availability 

DoS is the most popular attack to affect the availability. Very recently, I received an instant 

message on social network from my family member. The message has a link and saying “ Oh, I 

can’t believe it is it your picture!”. As message is popup from my family member so I consider safe 

to open it to see my picture and thought she want to show me some old pictures of our childhood. 

After clicking the link a file is save into my pc and then it automatically start sending the messages 

to my all contact list again making the same message “Oh, I can’t believe it is it your picture! and 

with a link” and it automatically shut down the messenger application. As all my contact trust me so 

they also opened me which supposed to be send from me, before I informed them. This malware 

make the system unavailable time to time automatically and wide spreading to others via VoIP , 

messengers and social networking applications and using me as a sender. 

As discuss before about the worm, Conficker, it also affect the availability of various application of 

the system. It shut down the number of system services, e.g.  Windows  Security  Center,  automatic 

updates,  Windows  Defender  (protection  against  spyware) or the service of reporting Windows 

errors (Mendyk-Krajewska and Mazur, 2010, p.438).  

It is very complex task to maintain and achieve the security in online-communication, mobile 

computing system because the system has varying threats and security issues. These issues are 

getting advancement along with technologies development. It is extremely important that every 

computer user is well aware of the security threats of the time and apply the most effective security 

solutions for information assurance and security  

5.2.3 Travel Reduction: A Green IT solution and  its assessment from IA and security 

perspective 

 

Additionally, Travel reduction is also considered as Green IT solution. Next section will examine 

how travel reduction can help to protect the environment. 

5.23.1 Green Benefits in Travel Reduction 

To achieve the goal of environment protection many organization are adopting the travel reduction 

initiatives. Travel reduction is helping to reduce the fuel consumption and travel cost associated 

with flying or driving to remote location offices and client side. Travel reduction is also reducing 

the travel cost and fuel burning (Agarwal and Nath,2011& Info-Tech Research Group, 2009).  

 

The travel reduction initiatives consist of:  remote conferencing and collaboration such as video and 

teleconferencing between different remote offices and second is telecommuting strategy and 
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capabilities based on virtual private network, remote access to organization, working from home 

facilities (Info-Tech Research Group, 2009, p. 13). 

 

5.2.3.2 Assessing the IA and security challenges in Travel Reduction 

 

This section assesses the IA and security challenges associated with remote conferencing 

collaboration and telecommuting strategies.  

Confidentiality 

Many organization issues the laptop and PDA to their worker for mobile working and access the 

network from home. These computers have token authentication mechanism to access the 

organization network which is quite secure. But still people use their unmanaged home PC to access 

the corporate network. These unmanaged PC could introduce the worm and viruses to the network 

(Hocking, 2011, p.18). Some malware software plays an intelligent trick with the anti-virus, by 

hiding the virus and provides an uninfected file to the anti-virus software (Hocking, 2011, p.18). 

One threat to laptop given to the employees for remote access facility is, laptop  theft which can 

cause leakage of confidential information. Here is also a weakness with keeping the data encrypted 

that physical attack on laptop can recover the encryption key by analyzing the RAM (Pasquinucci, 

2009). 

Availability 

The changes of remote conferencing collaboration and telecommuting strategies have brought real 

changes regarding the information assurance. In remote working environment, user completely 

relies on the availability and reliability of the network. A user than expect network, computer and 

service connection all work 100% (McKnight, 2002). There could be a case that user working from 

home and have a very important schedule meeting to attend and VPN connection is failed to 

establish.  

 

5.3 Green Disposal in Information Assurance Perspective 

 
The fastest growth of telecommunication and information technology and its extensive usage during 

the last two decade has expedited the massive production, manufacturing and usage of IT 

equipment.  Concurrently, creating the problem of mass disposal of it for the whole world (Choi, 

Shin, Lee and Hur , 2006).  

According to research of  Grossman conducted in 2006, Americans alone own 200 million 

computers and each year around 7 million tons of high tech electronic becomes obsolete in America 

(Grossman, 2006 & Gibbs, Melvin, F. McGarrell and Axelrod Mark, 2009). In 2007, according to 

research firm Gartner, US business and consumers throw away 133,000 PCs each day (Filipek, 

2007). In UK, the figure of throwing away PCs has been reached to around 50 million tons (Gibbs, 
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Melvin, F. McGarrell and Axelrod Mark, 2009).  An estimated value of 6.5 million tons of waste 

electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) is dispose of in Europe  (EU) with an increment of 16-

28% in every 5 years. In china a huge amount of 70 million unit of PC was become obsolete by 

2010 as estimated (Ongondo, Williams and Cherrett. 2010).  The similar huge amount of WEEE 

become obsolete and disposed in many other countries of world, Africa, India, Japan, Nigeria, 

Kenya, Argentina, Brazil, North America (Ongondo, Williams and Cherrett. 2010).   

The vast majority of IT equipment is end up in landfill and shipped to developing countries of Asia 

Africa where they dissemble, incinerated, dispose or recycle them in unenvironmental friendly 

manner or dumps them in the land. Heavy metals which is part of a PC like lead, mercury and   

cadmium, produce the adverse impact on ground and pollute the water and can also cause of fire. 

The burning waste also contributes in environmental pollution and depletion of ozone, causing 

global warming (Agarwal and Nath, 2011 &Gibbs, Melvin, F. McGarrell and Axelrod Mark, 2009). 

The increasing e-waste into landfill and its hazardous consequences on environment is most critical 

driving factor of adopting recycling initiative (Info-Tech Research Group, 2009). To deal with the 

problem of e-waste disposal, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), develop the electronic 

recycling program to collect, reuse and recycle the electronic and electrical equipment with the help 

of local government, electronic manufactures, and retailers.  In Green IT, the same idea of e 

recycling is preceded.   

5.3.1 Computer Recycling: A Green IT initiative and its assessment from IA and 

security perspective 

 

Computer (e-waste) recycling is the only initiative under the green disposal so green disposal mean 

recycling and reprocess electronic and electrical material, use them in green manufacturing of  IT 

equipment (Murugesan, 2008).  Particularly in the field of IT Green IT promotes the recycling, 

refurbishing and reuse and recycling of personal and portable computers, Personal digital assistance 

and hard disks etc., in environmental friendly ways (Murugesan, 2008).    

According to Murugesan, Green IT revolves around the 3Rs, reuse, refurbish and recycle. 

Reuse: Instead of throwing the old computers into the landfills to create the environmental 

problems. Consumers should give it some one who can reuse it and similarly instead of buying the 

new computers every year and for every new project, we can reuse the computers components and 

get it from electronic-reuse sectors (Murugesan, 2008).  

Refurbish:  In Green IT, buyers are encouraged to buy the refurbish product instead of expending 

lot of money on new items (Murugesan, 2008). The refurbish items are those computers which are 

sold under the guarantee policies or due to some minor defects or such as the issue of not like the 

colors etc. (wiki). 
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Recycling:  At the end of life computer, if computers are buries in the land or burn, both burring 

and burning produce the hazardous impact on the environment. Green it promotes, to give the end 

of life computers and EEE (Electric, Electronic Equipment)  products to recycling sectors, where 

recycling sectors can recycles the computers parts and other accessories (Murugesan, 2008).  

 

  

 

Figure 15: Green Disposal Initiative 

 

 

Currently many countries are initiating, drafting, adopting the waste electrical and electronic 

equipment (WEEE) regulations and management practices. In EU the WEEE directive regulation, 

restriction of hazardous substances (RoHS) and  energy using products directive (EuP directive, for 

the aim of energy using products and their  free movement in the Europe) has been implemented 

(Ongondo, Williams and Cherrett. 2010). In WEEE directive regulation,  involvement of 

manufacturer and importer of EEE promotes the aim of recycling and reusing of old EEE. Under 

the regulation, manufacturer take back their old EEE from consumers and ensure the proper 

recycling and re-usage of it and reduce the disposal of waste. On the other hand they also ensure the 

disposal of WEEE using environmentally sound methods (Ongondo, Williams and Cherrett. 2010).  

With the noticeable exception of EU, many developing countries are slow and lacking behind the 

proper management of WEEE. Most of the developing countries have informal recycling sectors. In 

china, majority of WEEE is recycled by informal recycling sectors, workshops. In 2005, about 5 

million peoples employed in e-waste reuse (Ongondo, Williams and Cherrett, 2010 & Yu, 

Williams, Ju, Shao, 2010). In 2007, around 0.7 million are employed in e-waste recycling, where 

98% of people hired in the informal recycling sector (Yu, Williams, Ju, Shao, 2010). China also 

confronting with the problems of systematic takes back for recycling, lack of responsibilities from 

manufacturer, retailor and consumers (Ongondo, Williams and Cherrett, 2010).  In India the most of 

the WEEE recycling sectors is backyard based illegal import of EEE and also lacking in recycling 

regulations. Similar to china and India, other countries like Africa, Nigeria, and Kenya are also have 

the informal recycling sectors (Ongondo, Williams and Cherrett, 2010).  
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5.3.1.1 Green Benefits of Computer Recycling 

 

Info-Tech Research Group (2009) has describe the green benefits of computer recycling in 

following graphical form 

 
Figure 16: Green Benefits of Computer Recycling (Info-Tech Research Group, 2009) 

 

 

The following table also describe the green benefits of Computer Recycling. The benefits listed are 

only those which has been found in the literature and further benefits may exist.  
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Table 10: Green Benefits of Computer Recycling 

Green Benefits Description References 

Environmental Benefits E recycling development 

program safe the environment 

from polluting the landfill with 

e-waste 

Agarwal and Nath, 2011 

Murugesan, 2008 

E Waste Reduction Through recycling program the 

e-waste is decreased 

Info-Tech Research Group, 

2009 

Agarwal and Nath, 2011 

 
Decrease amount of IT 

equipment in landfill 

Through recycling less amount 

of IT equipment is disposed in 

landfill 

Info-Tech Research Group, 

2009 

Space saving Recycling of old computers 

also benefits in term of storage 

space because companies 

running out of space to keep 

old computers  

Info-Tech Research Group, 

2009 

Agarwal and Nath, 2011 

 

Good Reputation of companies 

among customer 

Through proper recycling, 

companies get back to 

customer with the good 

reputation that they are not 

ending the end-of-life in 

landfills 

Info-Tech Research Group, 

2009 

Economical advantage   The research study in UK also 

indicate that e-waste re-sale 

export makes money and 

profits 

Gibbs, Melvin, F. McGarrell 

and Axelrod Mark, 2009 & 

Agarwal and Nath, 2011 

 

Save capital expenditure Instead of throwing the old 

computers into landfills, we 

can reuse, refurbish and 

recycle them, which save us 

from buying and producing the 

new computer as a result save 

the capital expenditure  

Murugesan, 2008 

 

5.3.1.2  Assessing IA and security challenges in Green Disposal 

The above statistics of obsolete old computers and the amount of WEEE disposed of in each 

country, showing the growth disposal burden of the IT equipment. As a consequence the market of 

e-recycling has been developing. This recycling market of old computer is also bringing the 

challenge of security and IA.   
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Getting rid of old computer through recycling and reusing, while keeping the environmental 

sustainability, is not an easy job. E-recycling and reuse is also coupled with the threat of data loss, 

confidentially and privacy. Many researches has been undertaken to determine assurance of 

information protection during and after the computer recycling and disposal (Jones, 2006). Andy 

Clark, head of forensics for UK info security consultancy firm Detica, has been asked, “Do things 

goes wrong during recycling?” He replied, Yes, Green IT is in the people’s mind they recycle the 

hard disk and computer without knowing the assurance of information security and how recycling 

will be carried out (Mathieson, 2007). People’s give high importance to security before the system 

come into service and assure the security perspectives during its service period too but when it 

comes to its end of life and going to disposed of, very little effort is carried out to assure that data is 

properly removed from the system (Jones, 2006). 

In 2006-2008, Dell started the green regeneration campaign, in Beijing and Shanghai, for collecting 

the old computers from its both corporate and private users. Dell also provided the compensation of 

0.15 USD for 1kg of old computer and 3.68 USD for whole computer, to the consumers. But the 

consumers had to bring the computers to Dell stores by themselves, which means cost of 

transportation is bearded by the consumers. As a result Dell only collected the 55,000 kg of used 

computers in 2006-2008 from china, which is quite less as compare to amount of 35 million kg 

collected from around the world only in year 2006. So the consumer found a good choice of selling 

their old computers to informal recycling sectors and majority of the consumers sold their 

computers to informal recycling and reuse sector (Yu, Williams, Ju, Shao, 2010).  

Privacy and Confidentiality 

One of the ways of data theft and loss are from the data that is left on the old computers when they 

are disposed of or sent for recycling. Many criminals and people with ill intentions gain the 

confidential data and information from the old recycling computers (Hinde, 2003). 

According to an estimate, around one billion of computers have become obsolete till 2010 

(Bennison & Lasher, 2004). With such large number of obsolete computer, confidentiality and 

privacy concern are very critical to protect.  

Both corporate and individual user stores the very confidential information on the computer. 

Business users store the personal information, pay rolls, client information, business goals, account 

information, patient health records, credit card numbers, and social security numbers. A normal 

individual users also save the private and confidential information like credit card numbers, account 

numbers, family information, addresses, phone numbers, passwords and other personal data. Most 

of the cases organizations and individual users are not aware of the security measures and policies 

to be followed when giving their PCs for recycling. A number of cases, confidentiality and privacy 

leakage have been noticed in recycled computers as discussed below. 

According to Jones (2005), in past, large organization donated their old PC to charities center and 

school, and get rid of the burden of computer disposal. But today, the liabilities on health and 

ground have made this impractical. They have few options; first they can carry out the computer 
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data cleaning and disposal by themselves, using their internal resources. Second they can find an 

organization and handover the computer to dispose of.  Third option, they can contact a reputable 

and major recycling company to carry out this job with government regulations. Assure the 

complete cleaning of the data before recycling. The all three options are seems to be quite safest in 

terms of IA, but only large and big organization can afford and do this. What about small 

organization, to get rid of old computer with assurance of data security? Where they have limited 

numbers of staff.  But on the hand, what organization knows about the recycling companies, process 

of computer disposal and recycling. Do the organizations check the processes before giving the old 

PCs to them?. Do organization’s equipment are recycled in the market after the all measures of 

security concerns? Unfortunately, the situation is not as good has it should be. Number of research 

has revealed that data is not properly cleaned from the old computers. Many of the organizations are 

unaware of policies and their legal policies (Andy, 2005). At the same, individual user are also pays 

very less attention on privacy and information leakage through their old recycled computers (Kwon, 

Lee & Moon, 2006). 

In 2009, a research study was taken on 300 used hard drives. These hard drives were purchased 

from online market of used electronic items. Among the hard drives, 34% was found with 

confidential information of bank account and credit card details, medical records, confidential 

business plans and personal ID numbers (Smits & Cain, 2010). 

In a recent article, it was revealed that a security expert discovered a VPN device bought on EBay 

automatically connected to a local council's confidential servers (Frangiskatos, Ghassemian and 

Diane, 2010, Sparkes, 2008). 

In 2005, University of Glamorgan and Edith Cowan University in Australia, carried out a research 

to find out whether critical information is still resides on the second hand disks. The disks are 

purchased from different resources and from different regions. Surprisingly, they found, a number 

of valuable and sensitive information is still available on the disks or can be easily recoverable 

(Jones, 2006). 

In 2006, the same research was carried out, sponsored by British Telecommunications (BT) and 

Life Cycle Services (LCS). This time research was carried out on large scale, including the disks 

from more number of countries (Jones, 2006).  

The results obtained from the both research are shown in the below tables by the Jones (2006). 
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Table 11: Comparison of results of the 2005 and 2006 surveys (Jones, 2006) 

 

Table 6 shows a comparison of the results of the 2005 and the 2006 disk surveys and looks at only 

the disks purchased in the UK and Australia. 
 

 

Table 12: Comparison of the results from the disks obtained in the different regions (Jones, 

2006) 

 
 

In 2003, two students of MIT, bought 158 used computers hard drives from the second hand 

computers retailors and from EBay. Out of which 129 hard drives were function able. 29 hard 

drives still have the data which can be recoverable and 69 hard drives contained the confidential 

information of the former user like credit card information and medical records (Bennison & 

Lasher, 2004). 

The 3Rs scheme of disposing old computer is playing its role to minimize the impact of IT on the 

environment pollution (Info-Tech Research Group, 2009, p.14 and Murugesan, 2008) but it also 

brings the security issues and information leakage problems if not properly carried out. Although 

there are ways to completely remove the data from the disks by safe sanitization through 

overwriting number of times (Kwon, Lee & Moon, 2006 and Lamb, 2009), use personal resource 

for recycling (Jones, 2005), data encryption. But still organizations are required to modify their 

policies and procedure to ensure the information has been completely removed from the disks 
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before disposing them (Venter, 2007 & Jones, 2006) and also ensure a commitment from recyclers 

and organization buying second hand equipment, that data will be erased before they sold on (Jones, 

June 2009).  

 

There is still need of programs, awareness, training and education to organizations staff and home 

user to encourage the consumers and enterprises to give their e-waste to formal recycling sectors 

instead of informal recycling sectors (Yu, Williams, Ju, Shao, 2010 & Venter, 2007). like  United 

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)  began an e waste collection  pilot program in China, 

Suzhou, Basel Convention Coordinating Center for Asia Pacific (BCRC, 2008) (Yu, Williams, Ju, 

Shao, 2010, p. 994) 
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6. Conclusion 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter covers the result and key findings of the thesis. Thesis finding is discussed in the light 

of each sub question of the problem. Furthermore, this chapter highlights the significance and 

contribution to the existing knowledge and practice. Next section illustrates the suggestion for 

future work and recommendation. Last section covers the conclusion of the thesis.  

6.2 Key Findings 

With direct and indirect connection between Green IT implementation and information security, 

thesis represent the list of IA challenges, security issues and vulnerabilities. Whenever any 

enterprise adopt the Green IT solution such as virtualization, cloud computing, thin client, reduction 

of paper, travel reduction, mobile computing, for the reduction of power consumption and cost, they 

will face the security issues presented in Table 13: Information Assurance and Security Threats, 

Issues and Challenges in Green IT Solutions. 

The following chart is displaying the result of this literature study. These are the main IA and 

security issues and challenges found in each green IT solutions with respect to Green IT dimension 

of: Green Design & Manufacturing, Green Use and Green Disposal. 

All IA issues and security challenges has been assess in aspects of security attributes of 

confidentiality, privacy, integrity, availability, authentication, authorization, access control, data 

segregation, trust and multi-tenancy security. 

  

Table 13: Information Assurance and Security Threats, Issues and Challenges in Green IT 

Solutions 

  



Information Assurance and Security threats, vulnerabilities and Challenges in Green IT Solution 

  Green Design & Manufacturing Green Use 
Green 

Disposal 

S
e
c
u
ri

ty
 

A
tt

ri
b
u
t

e
s
 Thin  

Client 
Cloud  

Computing 

Paper Reduction/ 

On-line 
Communication 

System 

Virtualization 
Travel 

Reduction 
Computer 
Recycling 

P
ri

v
a
c
y
 

 ― 

● Escape of Hypervisor 
(T. Ristenpart, 2009). 
● Side Channel 

attacks (T. Ristenpart, 
2009). 

● Lack of strong 
access control (Zissis 
& Lekkas, 2010).  

● Nominally erased 
data(Zissis & Lekkas, 
2010). 

 ―  ―  ― 

● 
Organizations 
unaware of 

the recycling 
policies (Andy, 

2005).  
(Venter, 2007 
& Jones, 

2006) (Kwon, 
Lee & Moon, 
2006). 

●No check and 
balance  of 

computer 
recycling 
process  

(Kwon, Lee & 
Moon, 2006). 
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Information Assurance and Security threats, vulnerabilities and Challenges in Green IT Solution 

  Green Design & Manufacturing Green Use 
Green 

Disposal 

S
e
c
u
ri

ty
 

A
tt

ri
b
u
t

e
s
 Thin  

Client 
Cloud  

Computing 

Paper Reduction/ 

On-line 
Communication 

System 

Virtualization 
Travel 

Reduction 
Computer 
Recycling 

C
o
n

fi
d
e
n

ti
a
li

ty
 

● Threat of  
eavesdropping  
activity 

(Vlissidis & 
Hickey, 2010)   

● Escape of 
Hypervisor(T. 
Ristenpart, 2009). 

● Side Channel 
attacks(T. Ristenpart, 

2009). 
● Lack of strong 
access control (Zissis 

& Lekkas, 2010).  
● Nominally erased 
data (Zissis & Lekkas, 

2010).  

● Laptop theft 
(Pasquinucci, 2009). 
● Spying software 

(Mendyk-Krajewska 
and Mazur, 2010, 

p.436). 
● Trojan horses 
(Mendyk-Krajewska 

and Mazur, 2010, 
p.436). 
● Threat of 

backdoors(Mendyk-
Krajewska and 

Mazur, 2010, 
p.437). 
● Gumblar attack 

(Mendyk-Krajewska 
and Mazur, 2010, 

p.438-439). 
●Threat of breaking 
the existing security 

of wireless network. 

● Introspection feature of 
VMM can cause 
confidentiality issue 

(Cleeff, 2009).  
● no physical connection  

between the servers 
(Frangiskatos, 2010).  
● isolation among the 

VMs is not strongly 
maintained (Reuben, 
2007).  

● VM escape 
attack(Reuben, 2007).  

● Guest to guest attack 
(Reuben, 2007).  
● Hypervisor hijacking 

(Reuben, 2007).  
● Virtual hub between 

VM (Reuben, 2007). 
● double encapsulation 
attack (Esensten, 2011).  

● VN to VN attack in 
NV(Natarajan & Wolf, 
2012, p.539).  

● Worm 
and viruses  
through 

unmanaged 
pc 

(Hocking, 
2011, 
p.18).  

● Laptop 
theft RAM 
(Pasquinuc

ci, 2009). 

● 
Organizations 
unaware of 

the recycling 
policies (Andy, 

2005). 
(AVenter, 
2007 & Jones, 

2006) (Kwon, 
Lee & Moon, 
2006). 

●No check and 
balance  of 

computer 
recycling 
process 

(Kwon, Lee & 
Moon, 2006). 
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Information Assurance and Security threats, vulnerabilities and Challenges in Green IT Solution 

  Green Design & Manufacturing Green Use 
Green 

Disposal 

S
e
c
u
ri

ty
 

A
tt

ri
b
u
t

e
s
 Thin  

Client 
Cloud  

Computing 

Paper Reduction/ 

On-line 
Communication 

System 

Virtualization 
Travel 

Reduction 
Computer 
Recycling 

In
te

gr
it

y 

● Man-in-
middle 
attack(Vlissidis 

& Hickey, 
2010). 

● Layer 2 
network 
attack(Vlissidis 

& Hickey, 
2010).   

● Malware attacks  
In NetApp loading ((Li. 
Jianxin , 2011) 

● Threat of malware 
(Mendyk-Krajewska 
and Mazur, 2010, 

p.436).  

● Intervention and 
rollback feature of VMM 
can cause privacy 

issue(Cleeff, 2009).  
● Insider security threat 

from organization 
(Frangiskatos, 2010). 
● Man-in-middle attack 

(Esensten, 2011).  
● TCP session hijacking 
(Esensten, 2011). 

● compromisation of 
host machine 

(Chaudhuri, 2011). 
● Threat of Active attack 
in SAN (Mahalingam, 

2009, p.106) 
● Compromised NI in VN 

(Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, 
p.539). 

 ―  ― 
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Information Assurance and Security threats, vulnerabilities and Challenges in Green IT Solution 

  Green Design & Manufacturing Green Use 
Green 

Disposal 

S
e
c
u
ri

ty
 

A
tt

ri
b
u
t

e
s
 Thin  

Client 
Cloud  

Computing 

Paper Reduction/ 

On-line 
Communication 

System 

Virtualization 
Travel 

Reduction 
Computer 
Recycling 

A
va

ila
b

ili
ty

 

● Risk of 
unavailability 
of network 

server 
(Hocking, 2011 

and Intel 
Information 
Technology, 

2010).   
● Denial of 
service attack 

(Vlissidis & 
Hickey, 2010). 

 ― 

● Denial of service 
attack 
● Conficker worm 

(Mendyk-Krajewska 
and Mazur, 2010, 

p.438).  

● hypervisor gets denial 
of service (DoS) attacks 
(Frangiskatos, 2010) & 

(Reuben, 2007).   
● Single point of failure 

of physical machine 
(Sahoo, 2010).  
● Changing of CPU mask 

(Esensten, 2011). 
● DoS attack on NI in NV 
(Natarajan & Wolf, 2012, 

p.538). 

● Network 
failure 
(McKnight, 

2002).  

 ― 
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Information Assurance and Security threats, vulnerabilities and Challenges in Green IT Solution 

  Green Design & Manufacturing Green Use 
Green 

Disposal 

S
e
c
u
ri

ty
 

A
tt

ri
b
u
t

e
s
 Thin  

Client 
Cloud  

Computing 

Paper Reduction/ 

On-line 
Communication 

System 

Virtualization 
Travel 

Reduction 
Computer 
Recycling 

A
u

th
en

ti
ca

ti
o

n
 ● ARP spoofing 

attack(Vlissidis 
& Hickey, 

2010). 

 ―  ― 

● Compromisation of 
host machine 
(Chaudhuri, 2011). 

● Identification problem 
of machine (Cleeff, 

2009).  
● Risk of unauthorized 
access to SAN 

(Mahalingam, 2009, 
p.106) 

 ―  ― 

A
u

th
o

ri
za

ti
o

n
 

 ― 

● Escape of hypervisor 
(Subashini and 

Kavitha, 2010).  
●Guest to guest attack 
(Subashini and 

Kavitha, 2010).  

● Conficker worm 
(Mendyk-Krajewska 

and Mazur, 2010, 
p.438).  
● Mass number of 

botnet creation 
(Mendyk-Krajewska 
and Mazur, 2010, 

p.439).  

 ―  ―   
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Information Assurance and Security threats, vulnerabilities and Challenges in Green IT Solution 

  Green Design & Manufacturing Green Use 
Green 

Disposal 

S
e
c
u
ri

ty
 

A
tt

ri
b
u
t

e
s
 Thin  

Client 
Cloud  

Computing 

Paper Reduction/ 

On-line 
Communication 

System 

Virtualization 
Travel 

Reduction 
Computer 
Recycling 

A
cc

e
ss

 
C

o
n

tr
o

l 

● risks of many 
access points 
to Centralized 

network (Intel 
Information 

Technology, 
2010). 

● oVirt provides 
simple identity based 
authentication (Li. 

Jianxin ,2011)  
 ―  ―  ―  ― 

N
o

n
-

R
e

p
u

d
ia

ti
o

n
 

 ―  ―  ― 

 ● Rollback and restored 
feature of VM can cause 

non repudiation (Cleeff, 
2009).  ―  ― 

Tr
u

st
 

 ― 

● providers failed to 
provide expected 

service (Zissis & 
Lekkas, 2010).  

 ― 

● Compromised NI  
in NV (Natarajan & Wolf, 

2012, p.539). 

 ―  ― 
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Information Assurance and Security threats, vulnerabilities and Challenges in Green IT Solution 

  Green Design & Manufacturing Green Use 
Green 

Disposal 

S
e
c
u
ri

ty
 

A
tt

ri
b
u
t

e
s
 Thin  

Client 
Cloud  

Computing 

Paper Reduction/ 

On-line 
Communication 

System 

Virtualization 
Travel 

Reduction 
Computer 
Recycling 

D
at

a 
se

gr
e

ga
ti

o
n

 

 ― 

● data of many users 
resides on same 
location (Subashini 

and Kavitha, 2010).  
● mask code injection 

into 
application(Subashini 
and Kavitha, 2010).  

 ―  ―  ―  ― 

M
u

lt
it

e
n

an
cy

 s
e

cu
ri

ty
 

 ― 

●software bugs (Ren, 
Wang. C, & Wang. Q, 

2012) 
●Inconsistent 
monitoring & control 

(Li. Jianxin, 2011) 
●Growing size of 
Multitenant 

environment (CSA, 
2009 and Ren, Wang. 

C &Wang. Q, 2012). 

 ―  ―  ―  ― 

 



 
 

By using the argument model, mentioned by (Levy and Ellis, 2006, figure.19), thesis claims that 

Green IT has security threats. Number of evidence has been found in form of security issues and 

threats in Green IT solutions which validate the main question of thesis, “ Is Green IT is threat to 

Security?” then answer is YES  If these threats and issued are not properly handled and controlled 

in Green IT solution’s implementation.  

 

 

Figure 17: Argument Model - Green IT has Security Threats 

 

  

Found IA issues  
and security  
challenges in  

Green IT solutions  

Evidence 

Negligence and  
improper control of IA  
and security in going  
green can effect the  
security aspects of  

business 
Backing 

Green IT has  
security  
threats  

Claim 

Green IT is necessity of  
time and security  

measures in Green IT  
implementation should  

not  be neglected 

Warrant 
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6.2.1 Discussion of Key Finding in Relation to Thesis Question: How Green IT 

practices can impact the information assurance and security? 

The contribution of IT in  increasing CO2 emission has push the government and IT business sector 

to go for Green IT solutions such as  cloud computing and thin Client in computer designing and 

manufacturing. Similarly the way we are using the IT is also getting change via Green IT solutions 

of virtualization, going paper less, moving towards the internet computing, travel reduction. 

Furthermore, recycling schemes of electronic compute is also getting change. Now is Green IT 

encouraging the recycling of computer hardware and electronic equipment. All these Green IT 

solutions have their own set of implementation and bring own security challenges as mentioned in 

Section 6.2 and discussed earlier in section 5. Leading example of the security issues has brought 

through virtualization, virtualization of data centre which has many security issues such as escape 

of hypervisor, guest to guest attack, and vulnerabilities in the features of hypervisor, escalation of 

privileges, compromised of host machine etc. Second example is recycling of large no of computers 

where the poor polices and process of recycling are followed.  Such recycling process is a great 

threat to privacy and confidentiality of data. 

Green Computing with its ability to turn the technology usage into smart and energy saver 

technologies is also integrating the information assurance and security issues in new way. In a new 

way means by adopting those power aware IT practices (as discussed in Figure-9) combines the all 

security issues of each different Green IT solutions. But for some Green IT solutions which have 

been invented for the whole purpose of energy saving or widely known as Green IT solution like 

“virtualization”, “travel reduction” and “computer recycling”, possess the information security 

problems genuine to that idea alone.  While other Green IT practices like thin client, on-line 

communication system which are no longer a new adoption in today’s market.  But replacement of 

desktop pc by thin clients and using them all around. Similarly paper reduction, using the online 

communication, enforcing them in all kind of business can increases the level of security issues.   

 Now talking about the Cloud computing, it is also a new emerging technology which has not been 

dreamed up as a Green IT solution but is also moving towards the Green IT objective and now 

evolving as Green Cloud Computing. Making the cloud computing green means more virtualized 

and multi-tenant cloud environment but again this green approach of virtualization and multi-

tenancy has its own risk too. So more cloud become greener more security issues can arise.  

 

Green IT is no longer a speculation. Now many organizations are moving towards Green strategy 

by different means e.g. installing energy efficient cooling units, measuring and optimizing energy 

usage, communicating Green IT plans, implementing efficient application and data storage (Lamb, 

2009). No doubt it is a very vast area. Every implementation, practices, performing arts and work 

which aims to save the energy, reduces CO2 emission and cost, comes under Green Computing and 

IT. But it is important to mention that arisen of security issues also depend upon which Green IT 

solution has been adopted by the organization. For example if an organization is making their data 

centre floor cooler to save the energy consumed by cooling centre then obviously no security issues 
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arises through such solutions. So for an organization who wishes to go for Green solution must keep 

in eye the inherited security issues in each Green IT solution. After knowing the associated security 

issues must plan how to deal the security by applying general and special security solution to 

achieve the both goals of safety and energy saving.  

In actual, discussed green IT practices in the thesis (Figure-9) not only poses information security 

problems genuine to the idea alone but also combines and integrates the security issues of many 

Green IT solution at one place. Thus Green IT is bringing big change in how implementation of IT 

is needed to be done and these sea changes are bringing the new challenges for Information 

assurance and security. 

6.2.2 Discussion of Key Finding in Relation to Thesis Question: What are the 

information assurances and security challenges in each going green solutions? 

 
The chart in section 6.2 has given the very quick insight to security threats, vulnerabilities challenge 

of each green IT solution. This will show us what security threats and vulnerabilities need to be 

mitigated when planning to adopt a Green IT solution. Result also helps to find out what could be 

the best Green IT security strategies to follow for an organization that have been already or in the 

process of getting greener.   

 

This thesis report proves neither the Green IT is a speculation nor the associated issues. The 

security information brought out in this thesis has been gathered from different types of studies. 

These studies are based on the observation, learn from the collective experience of others (authors 

of articles) from the field, based on evidence, extensive research with detailed case study, 

interviews, , hypothesis that can be tested and verified.  Grossman (2011), Goucher (2009), Arnfield 

(2009) and Gorge (2008) are research articles. These research articles are based on the opinions 

from the IT field expert that how they see the impact of Green IT on information security. They 

have also collected some evidence and experience of security problem of Green practice. Green IT 

raises security fears (2007), Goucher (2009) and Gorge (2008) have also presented the collective 

knowledge and information, observations, evidence and hypothesis which can be tested and 

verified. While Frangiskatos (2010), information security and digital forensics lecture notes, is an 

empirical study with evidence and research. Well organized, started from the problem of energy 

consumption and solution to the energy consumption and followed by the Security challenges of 

virtualization. Esensten (2011) have also done the empirical studies by preparing the data for analysis, 

conducting different data analysis, moving deeper to understand data and after words interpreting the data. 

The above all studies are mixture of observation, experiences and empirical studies.  

 

The solution to the growing power consumption has been found and prevailing in the form of Green 

IT but thesis has brought up the critical issues of security in Green IT. The security challenges 

associated with Green IT practices cannot be simply underestimated. Blind adoption of energy 

saving technologies on one side can save the environment but on the other hand can create further 

problems. Thesis keeping the importance of Green computing has bring forward its dirty secret too. 
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Thesis results could help any organization to identify and look up the Green IT security issues 

and prevent them from occurrence.  

 

Coming to the point how one should take the thesis. Thesis has acknowledged the importance and 

necessity of Green computing but also has tried to investigate the other security part of it. There 

were many speculation and news articles who speak about the security threats of the green IT. 

Thesis has proved that Green IT increases the security challenges. These security challenges are not 

impossible to avoid. A fair and smart security strategy can mitigate these security issues. Every 

organization should look for the Green plan but with better management and strategies. It means, 

through assessment, one should know the environment of the business and then decide how to roll 

out the Green practices and plans. They should figure out which green solutions are more fitted for 

their environment. Analyse the more suitable green solution against the each presented security 

issues and challenges of this thesis’ result and may be they can think beyond for security according 

to their current implementation and scenario. Once you know the problems of security you can 

implement the security solution to avoid the incidents. Thesis has made people to realize that Green 

IT implementation cannot implemented easily it needs the assessment of the environment, identify 

and ensure the most suitable solution and how your organization can get greener. Analyse the 

identified solution in terms of security. Incorporate the security strategies in green plan by 

identifying the possible and reported security issues of green solution. Thus security should be the 

integral part of the Green plan. Thesis results show that to incorporate the security aspect, one 

doesn’t need to think out of the box. Once can study and research the market for that specific green 

solution and check the available security solutions and either can advance them or invent them 

according to their own security issue. Thus for a successful green roll out, one should make green 

plan and strategies, strong security policies and procedures, raise the security awareness.  This will 

enables the organization to safe environment and money and will help to increase the overall 

security level. 

 

6.2.3 Research Delimitations 

Although the thesis has been successfully accomplished but following are the limitations.   

The limitation is about the available literature, very few literature are available who talk about the 

Green IT and security together.  Most of the literature only talks about the importance and 

advantages of Green IT. Few of the articles who speak about Green IT in terms of security.  These 

few articles are based on observations, personal and experts’ opinion or either only discuss the 

virtualization as green it solution threat to security. But this limitation is overcome by identifying 

the green solutions in all area of design, manufacturing, use and disposal. Than continued the 

research for each green solution and also combine the scattered literature about Green IT and its 

associate security threats in Green IT solutions. 

6.3  Significance and contribution to the existing knowledge and practice 

Based on the fact that changing climate has drawn the attention of business holders and government 

around the world to invest in Green IT.  Many business and government has realizes the benefits of 

Green IT and moving towards the green initiative to save the planet and money (Info-Tech research 

group, 2009). Thesis signifies the information assurance and security part of the Green IT which has 

not been assessed in detail before. The current research articles of Grossman (2011), Goucher 
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(2009), Arnfield (2009) and Green IT raises security fears (2007) are more close to observation, 

hypothesis and experts’ opinions and feelings. Articles are not very strong about the topic that what 

they have concluded from it and what actual threat they see and find in various Green IT solutions. 

The articles are not extensive about how Green IT can impact the information security and what are 

the security challenges hidden in green solutions. It more likes a collective representation of 

information and knowledge sharing. Grossman (2011) mention in his article that there are security 

risk hidden behind some green initiatives but throughout the article the security risks has not been 

presented except some hint about the issues present in virtualization and cloud computing. He also 

mentions that “Green IT has more to do with security issues”. But this statement has not been 

justified. This thesis work has presented the hidden security risk in all major green solutions and has 

explained how Green IT can impact security and can increase the risk level. In article of Computer 

weekly, Green IT raises security fears (2007); author has speculated about the security threats and 

has only presented the evidence about computer recycling. After words articles speaks more about 

the Green IT information and importance. Similarly Goucher (2009) in her article relates the Green 

threat only to recycling of paper and computer. Article is more based on observation and 

hypothesis. But very importantly, these articles have provided a baseline for thesis work and really 

given a good helpline to accomplish the work. Now talking about the articles written by Gorge 

(2008). She has organized the letter very nicely. Starting from the Green IT definition and then 

creating the link to security risks.  She has also mentioned the dimension of green it and initiatives. 

She has also discussed the associated security risks with various green practices. While 

Frangiskatos (2010), only confined the green it to virtualization. The name of articles reflect that 

article will speak about the various green it practices too but article only talk about the virtualization 

but in reality green threat is not confined to virtualization. This thesis has proved that green threat is 

not confined to virtualization and recycling only. Thesis also assesses the Green IT from IA and IS 

aspect in all major Green IT initiatives and concluded the security threats and challenges under the 

security attributes. This thesis has signified the other facet of security in Green IT, which not only 

enables safe planet but also to save the business by fulfilling all security needs. 

The key findings and results of the thesis provide the valuable contribution to the field in theory and 

practice of Green IT. As little research has been carried out on Green IT from IA and IS perspective 

so far. This thesis is first approach which theoretically analyze the relation of Green IT with IA and 

IS and the associated threat to security. Thesis have studies the Green IT solutions and have find out 

the security issues and have presented in respect to security attributes which has not been done 

before. Current studies (Esensten, 2011and Frangiskatos, 2010) are stick only to the virtualization as 

a green computing solution and have presented as a threat to security. Thesis has cover the all 

dimensions of Green IT and has done a data analysis in each dimension and have gathered all 

evidence of security threat in each individual solutions and finally made interpretation of analyzed 

data in result and conclusion. Thesis promotes the new knowledge in the current format where 

current articles are more based on observation, hypothesis and speculation. In previous literature, 

green it security issues only confined to virtualization and recycling while thesis researched others 

green practices where security threats are also hidden. Thesis minimizes the research gap and 

argumentation flaws by bringing forward the verified and experienced security threats. Thesis has 
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established the validity of green threat and present it more better way. By concluding the security 

threats in tabular form under the security attributes. Thesis results gives a more useful frame work 

that which security attribute will be effected by which green solution and how it can be effected. 

Thesis tells that it is no more a speculation. The IS level of previous knowledge lacks in the validity 

of issue. Thesis contribution has given the life to the problem. Before that all literature is quite 

scattered, most of the literature discussed security issues of Green IT in form of hypothesis and 

confined to virtualization. Thesis has covered the all those green initiatives where security issues 

have been found and how the level of security risks can be increased.  

Majorly, this thesis could draw the attention of Green IT following IT industries to also focus on the 

hidden security issues in going green besides taking the advantages of cost reduction and power 

management. Ignoring the other side of Green IT can lead any organization into unexpected 

financial, information and reputation losses.  

6.4 Future work and Recommendation 

 

This thesis employs the literature study to provides the gainful work to address and list the 

information security threats and vulnerabilities, however this require further studies to elaborate 

how to tackle these security issues and what security counter measures can be applied to strengthen 

the security aspect of Green IT. The continued use of systematic literature review could be followed 

to identify mitigation of found security issues. Beside the literature review, government institutions, 

IT organizations that encompasses Green IT solutions the environmental sustainability, could be 

greatest utility, to gain on hand experience and working security measures. In depth, a case study 

could also be recommended to inform the associated security issues along with the proper guidance 

how to control and minimize them. Another research idea, A Delphi study , a method of an iterative 

process used to  collect and distill the judgments of experts using a series of questionnaires 

interspersed with feedback  (Skulmoski, Hartman and Krahn, 2006), can be adopted for the 

accomplishment of thesis. But unfortunately due to the limited number of contact and resources are 

available to carry out this method.  Limited number of judgment is not sufficient to justify the result 

of thesis. 

This thesis and future work can also contribute and help  the Green IT sector, how to  manufacture 

computers, design software and hardware, how to use electronic equipment and technology  and in 

last how to proper recycle, to achieve the both goal of information security and assurance and a 

more sustainable environment.   

Thus the significant future work required here to investigate about the security control measure to 

overcome and minimize the identified security threats and issues. Assure the degree of confidence 

that security features, architectures and security policies are properly applied on information 

system. These recommendations allow Green IT to be implemented in a way which leverages the 

strengths the green technologies and allows implementation of security controls to mitigate the 

security weaknesses. 
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Thesis results also address the security professionals, chief information security officers and 

managers to plan necessary strategies and policies to make the solution more security immune. 

Although going green is becoming necessity of time, not an option (Murugesan, 2008) and have 

many benefits besides reduction in energy consumption but Green IT implementers should also 

consider security loop holes in green IT and involve the security experts, and professionals to plan 

best practices, principles and policies to tackle the security issues. Also use the IA program, to 

include the risk management, when moving the existing traditional processes and IT solutions to 

Green solutions.  IA and risk management plans ensures the protection of sensitive information 

while still remaining Green. 

 

 

6.5  Conclusion 

High power consumption data centre, under-utilized IT resources, paper consumption, non- 

recycling hardware with dumping on landfill, poor recycling policies are proof  that IT is helping to 

destroy the planet (Webber and Wallace,2009). Therefore government and IT industries are playing 

their role and are in process of adopting and planning Green IT to save the planet.   

 

Green IT is about incorporation and implementation of new solutions such as thin client, cloud 

computing, virtualization, paper reduction, mobile computing, travel reduction, computer recycling. 

All these Green IT solutions have their own implementation procedures and security challenges. 

Therefore, Thesis has examined Green IT from a different aspect of information security and 

assurance.  

This thesis had made several contributions to the research on the Green IT field and its security 

threats. This literature review research links the Green IT technologies on security posture and 

performance for any organization using it. Thus it provides additional insight to information 

security and assurance weaknesses in the field of Green IT. The key findings of the thesis validate 

the postulate that the going green concept will bring the additional security issues if not properly 

measured and controlled. 

Thus thesis conclude that Green IT practices not only have the common security threats and 

vulnerabilities but also more specifics security risks and vulnerabilities due to the greening aspects, 

and techniques, such as, privacy and confidentiality issues of cloud computing due to its growing 

size of multi-user environment, integrity issues due to malware attack in NetApp loading and many 

more. Virtualization also has various issues like escape of hypervisor, guest to guest attack, 

escalation of privileges etc. and in last poor recycling polices and policies also compromised the 

data confidentiality and security. Surely, Green IT solutions also has many green benefits for the 

environmental sustainability and business itself but the facts as in section 6.2 speak themselves, that 

the Green IT solutions also have limitations in terms of  information assurance challenges and 
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information security issues and threats and One cannot ignore them just to avail all the green 

benefits 

In nutshell, thesis results and findings are valuable and in the interest of the organization who are 

planning to take part in the movement of CO2 reduction by ICT while achieving the business and 

cost reduction benefits from Green IT.  Green IT is found suitable to reduce the greenhouse gas 

emission and to save the planet but also lead to increase in security threats and risks and could bring 

security threat to business values and information if not properly understood and mitigated. So to 

win the planet and along with the fulfilling the business need securely, it is necessary not to forget 

the security aspects in going green.  For the successful and secure Green IT implementation, one 

should completely know about the business and fully assess it to see how and where we can make 

the organization business process and system greener. Then make plans about how to incorporate 

Green IT solutions and practice of virtualization, cloud computing, thin client, green data centre and 

computer recycling. This will enable the organization to implement Green IT under Information 

assurance strategies that facilitate a balance level between both, Green IT and security.  

 

. 
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